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Chapter I - Introduction

A. Purpose

The goal of the author of this work is to present

a complete working outline for the establishment of an effi-

cient raw materials control system in a manufacturing plant.

There is also included a chapter on the various methods in

use today for arriving at a value of inventories on hand.

Although an attempt was made to be impartial, there can be

little doubt that the material which follows does cater to

the medium and small sized firms built around one production

plant. It is hoped that organizations not falling within

these limits can make use of the information gathered together

in this thesis even though some modification may be necessary.

B. Importance of Inventory Control

The importance of good raw material control cannot

be overemphasized. As shown by a recent statistical study

the net working capital tied up in inventory in a manufac-

turing concern may run as high as 305. 1 percent. ^"^^ This

study for the year 19^1 shows clearly that in almost all of the

poulke, Roy A. , Our Critical Wealth in Inventories ,

Dun and Bradstreet, inc., 1942, pp. 40-45.
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seventy-two lines of business actively represented, inven-

tories accounted for well over sixty percent of net working

capital. A further study covering the period of 1937 to 1941

shows additional facts of interest. ^"^^ In sixty-four out of

sixty-eight industries represented the 1941 median figure ex-

ceeded that amount shown for 1940. Furthermore, in fifty- four

fields this 1941 percentage was the highest recorded over the

five years shown. Since this is so, it becomes self-evident

that proper control methods must be employed in order to obtain

the maximum investment from this capital. Losses can come fran

several sources including waste, obsolescence, dishonesty, and

carelessness. Also, there is the question of tying up too much

working capital due to excessive inventory stocks. Better con-

trol can and will help to eliminate these faults.

C*. Scope

Although the topic is rather broad, an attempt has been

made in this thesis to include as complete a discussion as is

possible on the subject of inventory control and evaluation.

The first section deals with the function of control. This

function is, in turn, divided into its two basic components,

purchasing and stores. Chapter II goes into the former work

in considerable detail, including sections on the setting up

of a purchasing department , together with a discussion about the

policies and aims to be considered in carrying out such a pro-

Ibid, pp: 52-63





ject. Then there are several sections given to the explana-

tion of a purchasing department in actual operation. Illus-

trations of approved forms needed by this group are included

here

.

Of equal importance in the plan to be presented in

this work is the task of the stores department. The store-

keeper and the purchasing agent are the key men in the system

of raw materials control, and it is their job to work together

in the closest of cooperation in order to attain a maximum of

effectiveness. For this reason two chapters have been devoted

to the stores function. Chapter III presents the proper method

of approach to be used in deciding upon the physical location

and layout of the storerooms. Chapter IV deals with the actual

use of records in the control of stock.

D. Method of Presentation

The thesis is set forth in two distinct sections.

The first comprises the bulk of the work and deals with the

matter of control. The second is presented in one chapter

and outlines briefly some of the better known methods of

evaluating raw material inventory.

In the four chapters on control a definite policy

has been adopted. As each new topic is introduced the author

has tried to point out the "one best way" of doing the job while

also discussing in many cases various other methods which are
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feasible. In the chapter on evaluation, hovever, this plan

has been discarded and instead several perfectly acceptable

methods are set forth with accompanying comments as to their

advantages and disadvantages. The justification for this

approach is that the desires of the owners and executives of

a firm govern the method of evaluation to be chosen since each

method will differ from the other mainly in the effect it will

have on the financial statements and the balance sheet of the

company. Hence the final choice of method will depend upon

whether a conservative or radical position is desired in re-

gard to a firm's operations. This choice rests with its

executives and directors. On the other hand good control of

raw material is the aim of all firms and so the pointing out

of a definite plan of attack would seem justifiable in this case.
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Chapter II - The Purchasing Function

A. Importance of Purchasing

The initial step in obtaining raw material occurs

when a purchase requisition is filled out and sent to the

purchasing department. Hence it is with this department

that the control of raw material must start. If poor pur-

chasing practice is in evidence no amount of control in the

plant subsequent to this function can make up for the loss

already incurred. Control must begin at the source in order

to be thoroughly effective.

United States Census Bureau data has shown that on

the average fifty-seven cents of the manufacturer's dollar

goes into the purchase of materials. Of the remaining forty-

three cents, twenty- six cents goes for overhead and profit

(1)
and seventeen cents for wages. These figures show the impor-

tance of having a well- organized and smoothly functioning

purchasing department. In the past it has been the habit

of majiy industrial concerns to stress* the control of expen-

ditures which deal with wages and overhead and to be some-

what lax in regard to controlling purchasing. Yet these

figures just quoted show that over one-half of every dollar

involved in the carrying on of business goes through the

(1)
Donald, W. J. (ed). Handbook of Business Admini strat ion ,

McGraw-Hill Book Company, (1931), p. 704.





B, Functions of Purchasing Department

Before setting up the purchasing department we

must decide what its functions are to be. In order to

determine what these functions are, the major objectives

of this group should be summarized. These objectives
(1)

should Include the following.

1. To provide the necessary materials, supplies,

and services of the quality and character required.

2. To provide these materials, supplies, and

services for the enterprise so that they will be available

when wanted.

3. To secure these items at the lowest possible

cost consistent with sound business practice and ethical

procedure

.

In order to meet these objectives the purchasing department

should set up a method of procedure which Includes (a) re-

ceiving purchase requisitions, (b) seeking quotations from

dealers, (c) placing purchase orders with dealers, (d) veri-

fying the invoices of the shippers with their quotations and

with the quantity ordered, (e) following-up of orders and

(f) Inspecting of shipments received.

In addition the purchasing department should either

(1)
Landsburgh and Spriegel, Industrial Management ,

John Wiley and Sons, Inc. (19^0), p. 501





formulate specifications or have a hand in their final deter-

mination and also maintain adequate records of sources of

supply and the character and reliability of each source

.

These then are the functions aroiind which an effi-

cient department should he built.

C. Organization of Purchasing Department

1. Position in the Firm

The first question to be answered is where to place

the purchasing department within the organizational structure

of the firm. To whom should be the purchasing agent directly

responsible. An interesting study made just before World War

II revealed that in thirty- seven percent of the companies ques

tioned the purchasing agent was responsible to the president.

Further information showed that in twenty- seven percent of the

cases the purchasing agent was directly under the general or

plant manager; in twenty- five percent, under a vice-president

and in six percent, under the treasurer.

What does this data show? It would seem to indicate

that purchasing today is considered an important enough func-

tion to be responsible to executive control in most instances.

(1)
National Association of Purchasing Agents, Handbook of

Purchasing Policies and Procedure, National Association of

Purchasing Agents, I (1939), p. 4.





Only in rare cases is the purchasing department under the manu-

facturing or production chiefs. Furthermore the financial

department as represented by the treasurer seems to act as a

coordinating or checking function upon purchasing rather than

as a direct control.

Regardless of its position the purchasing depart-

ment should be charged with definite responsibility and the

necessary authority to carry out this responsibility. Above

all, the purchasing agent should be kept informed of any

impending changes in this company's policy which may affect his

work.

2. Centralized or decentralized purchasing

There are two questions to be settled in the matter

of centralized or decentralized purchasing. The first deals

with purchasing as related to one plant, the second, with pur-

chasing in a large organization consisting of several plants

not all located in the same area.

"Within a given plant there can be little doubt that

centralized purchasing should be practiced. Statistics show

that about ninty percent of the concerns with a single plant

^

or several local plants practice centralized purchasing.

The reason for this can be readily seen. There can be no

lasting economy if every department in the plant is allowed to

^^^ Ibid, p. 12
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do its own "buying. A competent purchasing agent with a staff

thoroughly familiar with all the available channels of supply

can affect a far greater savings for -a company than ceji a

system, if it may be so called, of buying in which everyone

interested takes a fling. The purchasing agent should have

complete authority over purchasing to accompany the specific

responsibility placed upon him of obtaining materials for the

company. All sources of supply should be selected by this

department and any preliminary negotiations carried on by

another group in the firm concerning some needed material

should never be allowed without the knowledge of the purchas-

ing department. All final negotiations should go through the

purchasing department.

There are many advantages to a centralized system,

including:

1. Savings effected by large volume buying as a

result of combining various small requisitions from depart-

ments throughout the firm.

2. Savings through buying at the right time. The

purchasing department would be aware of a favorable buying

period and also would know how much material of a certain

type would be needed by the firm as a whole. Individual depart

ments, unfamiliar with the present market situation, would be

unable to make such a savings.
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3. The setting up of only one surplus stock sec-

tion for the whole plant thus saving capital from being tied

up in excess inventory stores. This would not be the case

if each interested department bought its own material and

hence had its own inventory on hand. It makes for a more

mobile inventory situation in which all departments draw

from one central reservoir of material thus not only cutting

down on excess stock on hand but also assuring ee.ch depart-

ment of an adequate supply of raw material in case of a sudden

demand on its part in excess of its usual requirements. It

assures the company of a complete knowledge of its inven-

tory situation at all time through the records of the pur-
(1)

chasing department as well as the stock room records.

4. In connection with the preceeding advantage,

there is also the advantage of simplifying materials standards

and hence cutting down on the varieties of materials used in

a concern. Centralized purchasing helps to do this and thus

effects another savings in capital.

5. The speed-up of the actual purchasing process

from the time the order is placed with the vendor through

receiving, inspection and delivery to stock or to specific

department. It presents a mechanism for coordinating all

these functions under a single guidance.

6. A large savings as a result of having one depart-

^^^ Based upon lecture notes of Prof. E. H. Schell for

course on Production, M. I. T., 1943.
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ment vhose business it is to know all about various sources

of supply, vendor relationships, and advantageous price

situations.

Thus we can see that it is necessary before going

further to realize the advantages of centralized purchasing

and to act accordingly.

The matter of setting up centralized purchasing in

a large corporation with plants situated over a wide area is,

of course, dependent upon the closeness of the relationship

between the various branch plants and the main office both

with regard to the type of product being made and the respon-

sibilities of management. While this thesis is not directly

concerned with such a large type of organization a general

method of approach to this problem might be of value. The

General Motors Corporation seems to have a good slogan with

regard to its purchasing, that is, "decentralized responsi-

bility with coordinated control. ^"^^ Here, the parent organ-

ization buys those major items used by several divisions

which can best be purchased by the central organization.

'AHien these items are not bought by the head purchasing office

the main purchasing department of the d vision involved

usually does this buying. Finally, many minor items are

(1)

Landsburgh and Spriegel: op. cit. p. 505
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actually bought by the individual plants within a division.

Hence, even in such a large .corporation the idea of

centralized purchasing is followed in a modified manner. To

refer once more to the statistics collected by the National

Association of Purchasing Agents, a further study indicated

that in concerns with scattered plants centralized purchasing

was practiced in about fifty- seven percent of the cases while

partial centralization was used in about thirty percent of the

firms. These results would seem to bear out the idea of

centralization as brought out in the preceding paragraph in

that almost ninty percent of the concerns with scattered

plants practice some type of central control over purchasing.

3. Internal Organization

The internal organization of the purchasing depart-

ment is directly dependent upon the size of the enterprise

and the type of materials used. The head of this department is

usually called the purchasing agent although not infrequently

he may have the title of vice-president in charge of purchasing.

As was mentioned in the preceding section of this chapter, the

purchasing agent in about thirty percent ©I'^'^he cases answers

directly to the president of the company. In most other

National Association of Purchasing Agents, _op. cit . , p. 12

(2)
See page 7
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plants he is directly under either a vice-president or the gen-

eral majiager. In the smaller firms purchasing may be com-

bined with storekeeping or the purchasing agent may also

have some other duties in addition to buying.

In the medium sized concerns on which the emphasis

in this thesis is being placed the purchasing departments

are fairly highly functionalized. If the demand for material

is large enough and varied enough the purchasing agent has

assistant buyers each of whom specialize in a particular

group of materials. Thus in a radio manufacturing plant there

might be a buyer specializing in tubes, another in resistors,

condensers, and potentiometers, a third in heavy metals and

castings, and so on. There should also be a follow-up divi-

sion, records clerks, and if size permits, a traffic division

and a materials engineer along with various clerks, stenographers

and typists. Figure 1 illustrates the type of purchasing depart
ment which might be found in a medium-large sized company.

In the preceding paragraph the emphasis was placed
on the active or buying group in the purchasing department.

There is another class of worker in this department who per-

forms a very important duty of the purchasing function,

namely the maintenance of a complete system of records.

The purchasing department has. perhaps a more con-





Purchasing

Agent

Records
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Figure 1

Simple Organization Chart
of a Purchasing Department





sistent need for records than any other department in a

business. The staff assigned to this work is usually under

the direction of a chief clerk. They should set up and

maintain several types of records. First, there should he

a file of suppliers. This should include a list of manu-

facturers, jobbers, agents, and other vendors who can supply

material needed by the firm in question. Each vendor's

card or folder should have all pertinent information such as

location, freight rates, names of relevent personnel, and

time necessary for delivery.

There should also be a quotation file in Vhich are

placed all past bids received whether successful or not.

This file presents a record of all past experiences on order

for which bids were asked.

The largest and most important set of files is

that of the actual purchase records. First, files should

be set up containing copies of all completed orders. These

records should be filed in three ways, by firm, by material,

and by order number. The file by firms gives a complete

picture of past dealings with each vendor, showing discount

policies, prices and speed of delivery. Files by material

indicate price trends of a specific item.

A file of purchase records by order number is

important in several ways. Requests for information by
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departments such as shlpplmg, receiving, or accounting on

complete or incomplete purchase orders are usually asked

for by order number alone . This results in the maximum speed

and accuracy since several similar orders may have been placed

with the same vendor within a short space of time. Hence,

reference to a definite order number would facilitate

action. Incomplete orders are usually filed by order

number alone until completed. Then they are removed from

the incomplete file and placed in the complete files by

firm, material, and order number.

The files and records kept will depend for their

scope upon the type of business involved. They should be

checked regularly and kept up-to-date at all times. Figure

2 presents an interesting example of a form which might be

found acceptable. ^ It . is an extremely useful card since it may

be used for all three of the files mentioned in the preceding

paragraph of this section. It is equally well adapted for

use as a catalogue index, a record of quotations received,

or a record of all material purchased.

There are several other files which may be set up in

(1)

Purchasing Agents' Association of Toronto Canada, Re spon-

sibilities and Prerogatives of the Purchasing Agent and His

Department
. National Association of Purchasing Agents, Inc.,

(1932), p. 5.
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addition to those just mentioned if size of the organization

warrants. A fUe of information on jnaterial used by the firm
may be set up. This is similar to the vendor file except that

all information regarding material in common use by the firm
is filed by item instead of by vendor.

A file may be made for follow-up in which orders to be
followed-up are placed in the file under future date headings.
As each date arrives, the orders filed in its folder are re-
moved and investigated. Orders completed before the arrival of
the specific date are removed from the file.

4. Authority

To accompany the respcnsibility of obtaining material
the purchasing department should be cloaked with the necess^
ary authority. As mentioned,before final selection of the source
of supply as well as such related functions as method and route
of Shipment should be left in the hands of the purchasing depart-
ment. However, the authority of this group with respect to

finances should be closely defined and limited. The best

method of doing this is by the use of a budget. The bud-

get may be part of a general business budget system used by the
entire plant. If this type of overall budget is not employed,

a special purchase budget may be set up.

tn a budget system the purchasing department is definite-

ly limited in the spending that it can do over a given period.
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For example if an item is used regularly, the buyer may be

allowed to purchase on the basis ,of past consumption. Once

he has reached the limit set, perhaps, by consumption over

the past three months, he must have special authorizarion to

make more purchases. In buying other material the purchasing

agent may be allotted so much money. This capital may be

used to purchase material in v/hatever amounts he thinks wise

over a given period. Thus it is up to the purchasing agent

to study the needs of his company thoroughly and to plan his

future purchases carefully in order to be able to supply the

necessary items toward the end of the period in question

without exceeding his budget.

Policies

The basic policies of a firm with regard to purchasing

are a function of top management. However, the purchasing

agent should take part in the formation of all policies re-

lating to his department. iHiSLuy decisions such as whether

to purchase or manufacture a certain part affect other

departments besides purchasing and hence all groups

concerned should be represented. On the other hand there

are many policies dealing directly with buying which should

be left entirely to the discretion of the purchasing depart-

ment .
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Statlstics have been compiled which indicate that about

twenty-three percent of the firms questioned allowed their

purchasing agents to determine the purchasing policies/"''^

Seventy-four percent of the companies used the method ad-

vocated in the preceding paragraph, namely, to set up pur-

chasing policies prescribed by the purchasing agent in

collaboration with management. Only three percent of the

firms felt this decision should be dictated solely by man-

agement.

Before going into actual buying methods in more detail

a question of general policy should be considered, namely,

the contrast of hand-to-mouth purchasing with purchasing in

volume for stock. After the depression of 1920 - ^1 there

began an era of buying small quantities as materials were

needed to prevent the building up of large stocks. mere
are several advantages to this system. First, working capi-

tal is not tied up in inventories. Then expenses of storage

and handling are cut down as are possible losses from obsole-

scence, spoilage, or declinging prices.

However, there are also some disadvantages to hand-to-

mouth buying. Sudden increases in demand for a firm's products

cannot be taken care of easily since there are no surplus stocks

National Association of Purchasing Agents, 0£. cit., p. 12
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of raw material to be used for the unexpected orders. Next,

certain costs are actually increased due to this procedure.

Since amall amounts are bought, quantity disccunts are usually

not available. Also, expenses of buying are higher, as mord

purchases have to be made than would otherwise be necessary.

Transportation costs to the factory Increase through the use

of less-than-carload lots. Finally, although in a period of

declining prices a savings is made, the converse is true when

prices are rising.

The solution to this question seems to lie in a

compromise between hand-to-mouth buying and buying for stock.

As will explained further in the chapter on Stores Control max-

imum and minimum points on stock should be set up and so adjust-

ed to Insure and adequate but not excessive supply of material

on hand at all times.

a. Methods of Purchasing

There are seven basic methods of purchasing which

may be employed in obtaining materials. ^"^^
It is better to

apply specific methods to specific items rather than to try

to use one method for all acquiring of the material needed.

The methods are:

ID
National Association of Purchasing Agents, 0£, cit

. , p. 172,
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1- Purchasing by requirement . Under this pro-

cedure no material Is purchased unless a definite need for It

arises. When it is needed, only enough is bought to cover

this one requirement. As is apparent, this means buying

according to production schedules. There is no capital tied

up in inventory as all material theoretically, is utilized

the moment it is received. However, in practice this is

rarely the case. Even If it were possible to set up in-

fallible production schedules as far as materials needed

were concerned, it would be almost impossibly to deliver all

the items at? the pr(iper time to enter directly into production.

A delay In procurement could and would cause a serious tie-up

of production schedules. The best time to purchase by re-

quirement is when goods not regularly purchased are needed

to meet a specific emergency,

2» Purchasing for specified furture perind^.

This method of buying requires not only an accurate record

of production schedules but also a systematic and complete

set of inventory records. From the inventory records an up-

to-date check can be kept on stock-on-hand and on material

issued over a given period. From these records the company

can decide on a definite ordering point and ordering quantity

for each item. This will be discussed further in the chapter

on the control of stores, Tne basic principle here is one of

maintaining an inventory large enough to cover material require-

ments for a predetermined length of time. The best items to
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purchase under a plan such as this are those which are standard-

lied and are bought regularly but In small quantities.,

3. Purchasing and market trends. This method

attempts to make a savings for the company by buying when

prices are low. In theory little if any purchasing of an

Item is done when prices are high while an adequate supply

is obtained later on when the market drops. A careful analy-

sis of market trends is required, a distinction, however, must

be made between market purchasing and speculative buying.

Concerns which can predict their future material needs with

a reasonable degree of accuracy may follow th practice of

buying on market trends with justifiable results. Planned

production schedules are an essential to successful market

purchasing.

4. Speculative Purchasing. This policy has as

its basis the price advantage of the material rather than

any production requirements. Speculative purchasing is

almost a business in itself and as a result it is not un-

usual to have a major part of the company's profits come

from this source. Manufacturers of cotton cloth or users of

cotton cloth use this method of buying to a great extent.

There are, however, several disadvantages to this policy.

First, errors in Judgment on the part of the buying may

cause an operating loss to the firm even though production
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methods are highly efficient. Then, too, problems of ob-

solescense, need for excessive storage space and handling,

and uncertainty as to available material when needed are

constantly arising,

5, Contract purchasing. This policy involves

the purchasing under contract of materials whose delivery

is spread out over a period of time. As may be seen this

is actually a refinement of method 2, purcha.sing for a

specified future period. In contract purchasing future

requirements must be usually known for a longer period and

to a closer accuracy than under method 2. This is necessary

since total amount of goods bought under contract is not

all delivered at once. Hence, there is no large stock of

inventory on hand to cover sudden emergencies. Instead, a

moderate amount is delivered regularly over the life of the

contract. The advantages of this plan are the minimizing of

inventory and the attempt to take advantage of a favorable

price level.

6. Purchase by quantity orders and scheduled re-

leases. This policy might be called a further refinement

of contract purchasing. In scheduled purchasing contracts

for material are usually made calling for fairly evenly

spaced delivery over a specified period with the option on

the part of the buyer to postpone the actual receipt of the

goods if his requirements decrease and, conversely, to* speed
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up delivery If his needs Increase. This type of buying re-

quires close cooperation on the part of both the buyer and

the vendor,

7. Group purchasing of small items. The basis

here is to affect a savings by placing one order for a number

of small items rather than by placing individual orders.

Usually the purchasing department makes an arrangement with

one vendor whereby he agrees for a certain period of time to

supply the estimated requirements. Thus a great deal of

clerical and delivery costs are reduced both to the buyer and

the vendor,

b. Summary of Methods Used in Purchasing

On the basis of recent data two tables have been

included at this point relative to the question as to what

buying policy purchasing departments in industry today are

following /-'^ The first table considers all types of pur-

chases while Table 2 includes only purchases of raw materials

thus affording means of comparison. From Table 1 it is

evident that about seventy percent ofthepurchases made come

from carefully planned production needs. When we include the

eleven percent average of contract purchasing it becomes

clear that on the whole the purchasing policies of today are

^^^National Association of Purchasing Agents, op, cit ,.

pp. 175, 179.
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TABLE 1
Extent of Use of Various Purchasing Policies in Percent

of Total Purchases Made

Size of
Firm

Known
Require-
ments

Specific
Future
Periods

Market
Trends

Contract
for

Future
Period

All
Other
Policies

Small 53.3^ 14.1^ 10.3^ 12,9% 9.h%

Medium 47.1 21.8 7.9 12.2 11.0

Lar^e 43.6 21.7 10.2 10.8

Average 47.2$g 20. 85^ 9.8% 11.1^ 11.1%

TABLE 2
Extent of Use of Various Purchasing Policies in Percent

as Applied to Purchases of Raw Materials

Size of Known Specific Market Contract All
Firm Require-

ments -

Future
Periods

Trends for
Future
Period

Other
Policies

Small 29% 25% 10^ j>e%

Medium 48 24 9 19

Lar^e ?1 31 12 26

Average 4l$g 25% 10% 24^

Source: National Association of Purchasing Agents.. Handbook
of Purchasing Policies and Procedures . National Association
of Purchasing Agents, I (1939;, pp. 175, 179
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on the conservative side. When we look at Table 2 v/e

notice tliat the total of market and contract buying Is

thirty-four percent or a little over one-third of the total

of all raw material purchases. The reason for this apparent

attempt to take greater advantage of price fluctuations than

was done in general buying is not too difficult to fathom.

In the first place raw materials are more apt to be subject

to wide swings in price levels. In connection with this

fact it is also true that much more publicity is given to

the market conditions as related to raw materials than there

is in the case of other items. Another factor is that the

continued use of the same raw material is more certain than

In the case of supplies or equipment. Turnover is faster,

obsolescence is less, and future need is more certain.

c. Sources of Supply

No treatment of the subject of purchasing would be

complete without mention of sources of supply. The more

vendors a concern is in touch with the better and easier will

be the latter' s ability to get material when needed. It is

always a good policy to spread orders around a little rather

than to depend upon one vendor for all material required.

Another aid to better buying is to ask for competitive bids

whenever possible.

In selecting vendors there are several factors

which must be considered. The first, and perhaps the most
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Important, is dependability. The quality of the vendor's

product, his ability to give service, the price, and his own

credit rating all are included under this heading. Past

experience both of the firm in question and of other firms

in dealing with a particular vendor are the basis of judg-

ment. Hence the value of complete records of p8.st purchases

can be seen. Other factors of importance include the geo-

graphical location of the vendor and the preference as to a

Jobber or manufacturer as a vendor. The former factor brings

in transportation problems and freight rates. Then, too,

closer personal contact can be made with a local vendor which

many times may result in a better understanding of the pro-

blems of both buyer and seller. The question of whether to

use a jobber or manufacturer 9.3 a source of supply depends

mainly on the comparative advantages afforded by each which,

in turn, depends upon the type of industry in question.

While on the subject of sources of supply it would

seem appropriate to discuss the system of reciprocal buying

found in many businesses today. This simply means buying

some or all of your raw materials from the consumers of

your product. There is an extreme difference of opinion

in regard to the advisability of using this system of buying.

Some authorities claim it is the exact opposite of scientific

purcha.slng and hence a detriment to the firm. Others take

the attitude that it is a good policy as it tends to build
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up good-will among the customers. As an example of this

lack of agreement on the subject the reader need merely

consult the three prize winning papers on the subject,

"Selecting the Source of Supply," as sponsored by the

National Association cf Purchasing Agents Committee on Ed-

ucation. ^''^ One contestant thought it was a good idea to

use reciprocity if the vendor-consumer met the standards

of dependability required. The second entrant, on the other

hand, was not in favor of the system except in a few cases

while the third refused to give any opinion and merely men-

tioned ideas on the subject put forth by other writers.

It would seem to me that if there were no sacrifice

in the standards of dependability, price, and other similar

factors mentioned in the second paragraph of this section,

reciprocity within limits might be practiced perhaps to some

advantage to the buyer. If all the standards set for deter-

mining proper sources of supply were met, there should cer-

tainly be no disadvantage to the system. On the other hand

some amount of consumer goodwill might be initiated through

appropriate use of this policy.

'McMillan, A,L.j Hayes, F,A.j Sanger, J.P.; Selecting the

Source of Supply . National Association of Purchasing Agents,

Inc, (1936), pp, 3, 14, 19.
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To summarize briefly, three general rules may be

applied to the matter of sources of supply. ^"'•^ First, only

reliable dealers should be considered.- Special odd lot

bargains offered by comparatively unlcnown vendors should be

avoided unless there is some accurate means available for

testing the material. Second, the buyer should expect to

pay a price commensurate with the cost of the goods. This

policy eliminates the tendency of the vendor or the buyer to

"chisel," Finally, the purchasing department should seek

to maintain two active sources of supply. By following this

policy the buyer may secure competitive bids on purchases

and hence be sure of buying at proper prices. Another ad-

vantage is the protection thus afforded against the poss-

iblities of a long shutdown in a supplier's plant,

d. Specifications

A difficult but important part of the work of the

purchasing department is that of presenting adequate speci-

fications to the vendor. This is especially true when com-

petitive bids are to be asked. While the basic design is

a product of the engineering department, it is up to pur-

chasing to work together with engineering in order to make

the specifications in accordance with accepted trade stan-

dards as often as possible. Unusual design requirements

^^^ McMillan, A.L., "Why We Buy - Where We Buy," Selecting the

Source of Supply . National Association of Purchasing Agents,

Inc., (1936), p. 5.
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result in higher prices. Purchasing In conjunction with all

departments concerned must make absolutely sure that the mat-

erials being ordered are adequate for the purpose for which

they are being procured without being too good. There should

be no money spent for excess quality which is not being

utilized to the fullest. Many times the original design it-

self can be modified in some minor way in order to conform

to a standard product of a vendor,

D. Purchasinp: Procedure

1. The Original Purchase Request

As shown in Table 3 about sixty-two percent of all

purchase requisitions originate with department heads. Far

behind is the storeroom v/ith only twenty-one percent. This

practice would appear to be due to the nature of the requisi-

tion as a reflection of the operating progr8.m of the company,^

Thus as that program goes from the planning stage into actual*

operation, the detailed material needs appear at the point

of use,

A variance of the above system is reflected in the

fact that about thirteen percent of the requisitions originate

either with the production department or the superintendent.

These cases may be considered as belonging imder the same

^'''^National Association of Purchasing Agents, op, cit ,. II,

p. 2,
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TABLE 3
Origination of Purchase Requisitions

Size of
Firm

Dept.
Heads

Stores Produc-
tion
Dept

.

Superin-
tendent

Exec-
utive

Purchas-
ing
Agent

Small 66^ 11% 17%

Medium 56 21% 9 8 5% 1%

Lar^e 64 23 8 2 2 1

Averap;e 62% 21% 9% H 3% 1%

Source: National Association of Purchasing Agents, Handbook
of Purchasing Policies and Procedures , National Association
of Purchasing Agents, II (1939), p. 4
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heading as those found In the preceding paragraph.

A different system is employed by some firms as

is reflected in the twenty-one percent figure under the

storeroom heading. Many of the firms in this group use the

storeroom as an intermediate step between the originator

of the requisition ajid the purchasing department. Thus all

requisitions are sent first to the stores department. If

it cannot be filled from stock, the storekeeper fills out

a purchase requisition and sends it to purchasing. This

latter system, although not so widely used, seems to me to

offer several advantages. V/hen the bulk of requests come

from individual department heads rather than from one source

there would appear to be considerable opportunity for ex-

cessive buying and unnecessarily large inventories. As a

result one department might put in an order for some material

a large quantity of which was on hand and not needed in

another part of the plant. Although all purchases are act-

ually made by the central purchasing department, it is not

their Job to know where all the material obtained is after

it h5.s been received and issued to the group who requested

it. Under this second system all requests with the few ex-

ceptions later mentioned originate from the storeroom as a

result of one of two conditions. First, requests for stores

replenishment as indicated by the balance-of- stores ledger

would result when minimum or order points were reached on

individual items. Second, any request for material by
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department heads would go first to the stores department. If

the latter could not fill the requisition a new request would

he made out by the storeroom clerk and sent by him to the pur-

chasing department. A copy of this request would be sent to

the department issuing the original requisition with a prob-

able delivery date as indicated by the purchasing department.

Thus the stores department would act as a central funneling a-

gent for all requests for material and v/ould prevent any ex-

cess inventory by having all stock centrally located.

The requisition itself may vary in appearance

according to the amount of information included on it, A

sample form is shown in Figure 3, This form although simple

contains space enough for complete information regarding

material, price, delive2?y date, and terms,

2, Purchase-Order Quotation Request

The first step taken by the purchasing department

after receiving a requisition for material is to ascertain

the price to be paid for the article and the vendor from

whom it is to be purchased. In many cases this information

can be obtained from the records of the purchasing depart-

ment itself. This is true in regard to standard material

whose price may be obtained from catalogues, discount sheets,

or trade publications. On material such as this the buyer

may usually determine both price and vendor without much
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PURCHASE REQUISITION

Dept
Requisition No

To Purchasing Agent : Date
Please order the following: Requested by..

Ship to Approved by...
Checked by ...

•

Via •••F*0«B ••. Terms •••••••
Date Material Wanted

Quantity Description Material
on hand

Average
Consumption

Price

Special Instructions

Ordered from Purchase Order No
Date Ordered, Approved by
Purpose Checked by
Charge to

Figure 3

Sources National Committee on Purchasing Department
Organization and Procedure, Purchase Requisition Forms .

National Association of Purchasing Agents, Inc., (1937), p. 15





delay. However, v/hen goods are needed on which there are no

catalogue prices or other published data, the buyer must seek

quotations. This is accomplished by sending out purchase-

order quotation requests such as that shown in Figure 4,

These requests are sent to various vendors whom the buyer

knows are reliable in order to obtain the most economical

price in conjunction with the quality, quantity, and delivery

date required,

3. The Purchase Order

After the buyer has decided UDon the vendor to be

solicited, he fills out and sends the latter a purchase order.

This order should be so drawn up that no misunderstanding on

the part of the vendor is possible. Many different forms are

used but all usually include such facts as the purchase order

number, the quantity and descrintlon of the material request-

ed, the delivery date, shipping instructions, and the price

and any agreed upon terms. Figure 5 presents a standard

purchase order and inquiry form adopted by the National

Association of Purchasing Agents. The form is divided into

seven zones and may be modified for use in any type of firm.

The next question is one of procedure. To whom

should copies of the purchase order be sent? In all but

the smallest firms an excess of copies is to be preferred.

The original is, of course, sent to the vendor. Then there
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INQUIRY FOR PRICES

This is a request for quotation
on the items enumerated herein

No
Date
Quotations must be
in by

This inquiry implies
no obligation on the
part of the buyer.

If substitutes are
offered make full
explanation

For Shipment To

Delivery F.Q.R.

Date Shipment Can Be Made

To Be Shipped From

Terms : Net Cash. J)ays, J)ays

Keep One Copy For Your Files Return One- Copy With Full
Information

Item
No

Quantity Description Unit List
Price
of

Unit

Discount
Offered

Net
Unit
Price

Est

.

G-ross
Weight

THIS IS NO' ? AN ' FFER

By.

Purchasing Agent

The undersigned offers the prices,
terms, and delivery herein set forth.

Hy.
Seller's Signature

Figure 4

Source: National Association of Purchasing Agents, Handbook
of Purp.hafllng PollcleB and Prnf>ftfinrp.c^

^ National Association
of Purchasong Agents, I (1939), p. 365
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NATIONAL STANDARD PURCHASE AND INQUIRY FORM

ZONE 2

Space is reserved for
Name,Address , etc. of Buyer

ZONE 3

For Name and address of seller
to whom Purchase Order is to be
mailed

ZONE 1

Space is provided for
all necessary instruc-
tions of buyer and
seller, in upper right
'hand corner, convenient
for reference in loose
file or binder.

ZONE 4

is used for shipping instructions

ZONE 5

is devoted to general conditions of purchase

ZONE 6

is used for listing materials ordered

ZCICE 7

For signature of the Buyer

Figure 5

Source: National Committee on Purchasing Department
Organization and Procedure, Purchase Order Forms ,

National Association of Purchasing Agents , (1932 ) , p. 18
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must be one copy filed numerically in the purchasing depart-

ment's files of incompleted orders. Another copy should be

sent to the receiving room to be held by them until receipt

of the material, A fourth copy should be sent to the account-

ing department and a fifth to the inspection department if

this function is not included in the receiving operation.

It is a good idea although not absolutely necessary to in-

clude a copy for the follow-up group of the purchasinp: depart-

ment, A fihal copy is sent to the department originally re-

questinfj the material. In the plan presented in this thesis

this last copy would go to the storekeeper.

E, The Follow-up Function

The duty of a follow-up man, as the name implies

is to make sure that the material on order reaches the plant

on the required date or, if the material is late, to ascer-

tain the cause of the delay and attempt to bring pressure to

bear to speed up delivery. This function is strictly a task

of the purchasing department. If there are enough orders

placed regularly to v/arrant it, one or more persons may be

assigned to this work on a full-time basis, "^he work may

be split up so that one person checks all slow orders on a

specified group of companies or on a specified type of material.

The follow-up file mentioned earlier is an ex-

cellent way of preventing goods from becoming forgotten
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untll well past their delivery date. The file is set up on a

date basis and a copy of every purchase order placed is filed

under its critical date. The critical date may be before or

Just after the actual delivery date according to the urgency

of the order. Every morning all orders filed under that date

are removed and checked on with the vendor. Naturally any

orders which have been received are removed from the file

on the date received.

The Receiving Function

When the original purchase order is sent to the

vendor, a copy of this order is given to the receiving de-

partment. This copy informs the receiving room that a ship-

ment is due on or about a certain date. When the goods are
received this department accepts them and may or may not

check on quantity and quality depending upon whether there

is a separate inspection department. It would seem best to

have the receiving group accept and count the material and

then pass it on to inspection for another count and a test

of quality. The receiving room should Inform purchasing of

the arrival and the exact count of the material.

The Inspection Function

Although many firms combine receiving and inspec-

tion it would seem better control to separate the duties, A

separate inspection department should be set up to whom a copy
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of the original purchase order y/ould be sent. After the goods

have been accepted and counted by the receiving department

they would be sent to inspection where another count plus a

test of the quality would be made on the goods. If in good

order the material would then go to stores and purchasing

would be notified of the results of the inspection.

A question has developed over whether or not in-

formation regarding the count of the goods ordered should

be withheld from the receiving or inspection department or

both. If both functions were combined in one operation there

might be considerable Justification for this suggestion, but

the plan as presented in this thesis to set up these two

functions as separate and distinct from one another seems

to set up sufficient check on the matter of ascertaining a

correct count. Hence, the withholding of information with

regard to quantity would seem to be of little if any value
"

there
^
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Chapter III - Stores Management

Once material has entered the plant the responsi-

Mlity for its control rests for the most part with the

stores department. The importance of the stores operation

is so great that two chapters will be devoted to its study.

In the first chapter such related problems as location, lay-

out, and personnel will be considered while the second chap-

ter will discuss the problems of actual operation including

ordering, recording, and issuing. The salvage function will

also be reviewed briefly.

A, Storeroom Location

No hard and fast rule can be laid dov/n for store-

room location. The size of the plant and the nature of the

industry are the determining factors, and both must be con-

sidered together. However, there are a few principles which

it may be helpful to remember. First, no matter whether one

or a dozen storerooms are set up, there should be a central

system of control. A perpetual inventory record of the mat-

erial on hand in all the stockrooms should be kept in a cen-

tral office. If this were not the case, the benefits men-

tioned in Chapter II ^'^^ resulting from funneling all orders

through the stores department would be lost, since the clerks

in charge of the various storerooms would constantly be order-

ing goods which were actually on hand in other stockrooms.

See page 33
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Next, there is the question of how many stockrooraa

to have. Much here depends upon the nature of the material

being stocked. It is not unusual for heavy material such as

large castings and metal stock to be held in one supply room

located near the receiving room. If the plant is large and

various manufacturing departments are scattered throughout

the building it would be profitable to have small stockrooms

placed in each department to supply frequently used items.

In this way losses due to delay and materials handling costs

can be appreciably cut down.

Subject to the limits and desires of the individual

firm a basic plan of storing material might include

1, A base stockroom . This would be a general stock-

room carrying all but the heaviest or largest

items. Its major function would be to keep the

smaller more specialized stockrooms supplied.

The central records office would be located here,

2, A metals or castinp:s stockroom . Located near the

receiving room this storeroom would carry all

heavy bar stock, castings, and machinery. It

would deal directly with the manufacturing de-

partments although its inventory records would

also be kept by the central stores office,

3, Small departmental stockrooms . These storerooms,

all under the control of the storekeeper not the

manufacturing departments involved, would be

located in various production divisions throughout





the plant and would handle only the materials

needed by their particular department. They

would be supplied by base stock.

B. Storeroom Layout

After determining the location system to be followed

there arises the very important question of storeroom layout.

It is basic that the material should be easily accessible and

yet economically stored with as little wasted space as poss-

ible. Materials handling costs should be at a minimum con-

sistent with efficient and swift delivery. In the following

discussion a small stockroom located in a manufacturing sec-

tion is to be considered rather than a base stockroom or a

special stockroom used solely to store heavy bar stock, cast-

ings, or machinery. These latter two stockrooms would follow

the plans presented below in most details.

In deciding upon the location of the stores system

the amount of space necessary for storage purposes would also

have been determined. This space should not be too great, as

overhead costs will be increased unnecessarily as a result.

On the other hand it should be remembered that too little area

may cause considerable inefficiency in storeroom operations.

Also, there will be a tendency to understock materials due to

the lack of storage space.
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In deciding upon the actual arrangement of store-

room equipment and material three questions must be answered.

First, what equipment is going to be used to store the mat-

erial? Second, how is the material going to be identified

or classified? And finally how is the material and equip-

ment going to be arranged within the storeroom?

To answer the first question, there are many kinds

of equipment available for storing material. According to

the size and type of the material one may use yards, floors,

bags, vaults, racks, or bins. The general policy is to place

large or bulkly objects on the floor in stacks while using

racks containing bins and placed back to back for all other

items. The racks may be either wooden or steel but the sec-

tions should be adjustable so as to take care of the maximum

number of articles in each rack.

Next, a system of identification should be adopted

so that each item may have its proper place in the stockroom

and hence may be located swiftly and accurately. There are

two systems in general use today/-'"^ One is to store material

by classification, the other, by index.

In storing material by classification the racks

nearest the issuing window should contain all items whose

^^^Farquar, H.H., Factory Storekeeping . Mcaraw-Hlll, Inc.,

(1922), p. 104,
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symbols begin with A. Then all remaining racks are so

arranged that the material -is located alphabetically around

the storeroom. On the end of each rack facing the main

aisle a keyboard would be placed indicating the alphabetical

range included in that particular rack. As each rack is

made up of divisions which are in turn divided into sections

and subsections aclassification system similar to that

found on an encyclopedia of several volumes would be followed.

If material is too heavy or bulky to be kept in a bin, it

should be placed on the floor in a separate section with a

tag in the appropriate bin indicating its actual location.

Storing by classification develops swift Issuing

procedure but is not flexible since a rapid change in the

type of goods handled causes continual rearrangement. Thus

any addition of a new material might cause an entire rack to

be rearranged. Also, there is considerable wasted space

since about one-fourth of every rack must be left unused to

take care of possible expansion. Another disadvantage occurs

when materials most often used do not happen to have the same

symbol as is found on the racks placed nearest to the issuing

window. This common situation cannot be remedied if the

proper sequence is to be kept.

The second system and the one recommended here is

that of a simple index. Under this system every rack is given

a letter or number with the racks arranged in the proper sequence
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around the room. Then each row from top to bottom and each

section from left to right Is also numbered in each rack.

Material may then be placed In the racks with the items of

fastest turnover located nearest to the issuing window. It

Is also best to place related items in the same general

location. After all the items have been stored an index

book or file catalogue is made out in which all materials

are listed alphabetically with the stockroom location of

each indicated beside its name. All heavy or bulky items

may be treated In the same way as they were in the class-

ification system or this may be omitted by showing their

exact location in the index book. An example of an item

location might be M4L, meaning rack M, row 4, section or

bin L.

This method has several advantages over the pre-

ceding system. First, as explained, articles in great de-

mand can be located near the issuing window. Second, no

space is wasted since an expansion in material stocked

merely means adding another rack or two. There is no need

for rearrangement in case a new item should be added to the

Inventory.

With the question of equipment and material iden-

tification settled, there remains the problem of the overall

layout of the storeroom. While most of the available space

will be used to store material, there should be at least
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three other separate areas inside a stockroom. ^ The first

is, of course, used for issuing material. Adjoining this

section there should be a window or other means of entrance

for the receipt and inspection of goods. All material com-

ing into the stockroom would pass this point whether it was

sent from base stock or just being returned by a worker.

A third space should be allotted for assembling and holding

material requisitioned by the production planning department.

The remaining space of the storeroom should be utilized for

storing the material. As shown in Figure 6 the racks all

end on a main aisle which should be wide enough for tv/o

hand-trucks to pass. The aisles between, racks should be

v/ide enough to permit one truck to pass along it.

In any system designed to give adequate inventory

control the stores function is of vital significance. To-

gether with the purchasing department, the stores group

forms the basis for comolete and efficient raw materials

control. Thus it can be readily seen why the problem of

personnel and authority are extremely important here. The

stores department should be divided into two groups. First,

there would be a central office section located near or in

base stock who would keep all the necessary accounting records.

These records as explained in detail in the next chapter^

^^^Landsburgh, R.H., and Spriegel, W.R., Industrial Management ,

John Wiley and Sons, Inc., (1940), p. 542.

^^^See page 61
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must contain accurate postings of all the material in the

plant including total quantity, location, and quantity in

each location. The head of the stores department would be

located in this central office with the full responsibility

of keeping inventory above a specified minimum and the

authority to meet said responsibility.

The rest of the stores personnel would consist of

the actual stockroom operators or clerks. There should be

a fixed rule that no one but these clerks be allowed in the

stockrooms and that all material must be issued through

them and signed for on the proper forms. This procedure will

be discussed more thoroughly in Chapter IV,
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Chapter IV - Control of Stores

The two basic responsibilities of an efficient

stores control system are first, to be sure that the correct

quantities of all materials are being constantly ordered

so that inventory is never in danger of being depleted and

second, to know exactly how much of each item is in stock

at all times. These two tasks are mutually dependent and

must both be carried out in order to have complete stores

control as efficiency in only one would be useless unless

the other were also handled correctly. Considerable loss

can be incurred through lack of proper control either as a

result of excess purchasing or the slowing up of production

by not having material on hand when wanted.

A. Ordering Material

In an efficient storeroom the ordering of material

is not based on whim but upon scientific study both as to

the time to order and the amount. For every item carried

in stock there should be at least three, preferably four

amounts set. First, a quantity should be decided upon be-

low which it is dangerous to carry that item since an un-

expected production order might find the storeroom unable

to fill the requirements for the item in question. This

quantity is known as the minimum point and no item should

be allowed to slip below this figure without every effort
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belng made to remedy the situation. This is the danger

point in inventory control.

Another point to be determined is the maximum

point. In theory the best amount of any item to carry in

stock would be the minimum quantity since every time this

is exceeded, all overhead expenses such as rent, heat, light,

insurance and obsolescence charges are working against the

storeroom. If it were possible to replace an item at the

exact moment of its depletion there would be no need to

carry any more than the minimum quantity. " However, this

is rarely ever the case, hence a margin of safety must be

allowed. For this reason a maximum quantity must be set.

However, this maximum point should also be set carefully

as too high a point will set up excessive losses due to

obsolescence and storeroom expenses. In a perfectly run

storeroom the quantity of any item stocked should never

exceed the maximum point and never fall below the minimum.

This however, is rarely if ever the true case.

Since the minimum point is actually the danger

signal it is best to decide upon a point slightly above this

for ordering purposes. In theory this ordering point would

be so set that the actual material ordered would be received

at the exact moment when the supply of the item in stock hit

the minimum point! In other words the time that elapses

from the original requisitioning of a purchase order to the
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actual receipt of the material from the vendor should just

equal the time it takes to use up enough material to bring

the stock on hand down from the order point to the minimum

point.

There is one more quantity to consider and that is

the actual amount to be ordered when the order point is reach-

ed. Again according to pure theory, this order quantity

should Just equal the difference between the maximum and min-

imum points, since the goods should arrive Just at the mom-

ent when the inventory on hand reaches the minimum point.

However, this is rarely the case in actual practice. Also,

there is the very important question of purchasing in the

most economic quajitities. If a substantial savings can be

made by buying a certain quantity of an item in excess of

the maximum amount allowable in stock, this savings should be

compared with the extra expense that will be incurred in

carrying the excess stock. If the savings is greater than

the expense, the purchase should be made, if it is less, the

maximum point should prevail.

1, The Minimum Point

In any finished product there is a certain amount

of cost due to the storage of the original raw material which
»

went into its manufacture. The greater the amount of raw

material stocked, the greater will be the storage cost
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allocated to each unit produced. Thus it is most important

that a minimum supply of any item be kept in stock consistant

with safety.

The first step in determining the minimum point

rests with the production department. The production man-

ager must consider several factors in order to decide upon

his raw material needs over a definite future period. First,

there is the question of whether the factory output is uni-

form throughout the year or if there are seasonal peaks and

depressions. He must also consider whether any manufacturing

changes are contemplated which might change the rate of out-

put or the demand for any material. In connection with these

considerations of probable output such factors as the general

market conditions, the financial shape of the firm in question,

and the company's manufacturing policy are important. Once

the production manager has collected all the pertinent in-

formation, he should draw up a schedule of requirements for

all items needed. This schedule should be subject to con-

stant revision or else its value is soon lost. The schedule

is then turned over to the storekeeper.

From the production departments' schedule of raw

material req\iirements, the storekeeper must determine the

minimum quantity of each item which he can stock in order to

satisfy the expected demand. He must base his Judgment not

only upon the schedule of production requirements but also
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upon several other factors. First, there is the question

of probable depreciation or obsolescence. Another factor

to take into consideration is the time lag between the

placing of an order and the final receipt of the material.

The longer this time differential is, the higher the min-

imum point must be. The storekeeper should weigh each

factor carefully and arrive at a satisfactory minimum point

for each article to be stocked,

A simple example of arriving at a minimum point

would occur in the case of a plant where production is fair-

ly constant. If 500 units of a certain material were used

each week and it took one week to fill an order, the minimum

point would equal a reserve supply of 500 plus the amount

used in one week, 500, or a total of 1000 units.

2, The Maximum Point

The basic principle behind an adequate maximum

point is flexibility. The quantity must be set for every

item carried, but it must be able to be moved in order to

take advantage of favorable situations. The storekeeper

must keep available storage space and attendant costs con-

stantly in mind. Usually, the larger the inventory the

larger the handling and storage costs. However, in many

cases the costs do not increase for a small increase in

inventory and then an additional increase in material will

cause a sudden Jijimp in costs. Another factor to be taken
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Into consideration is that of a rising market trend. If the

price of an item is increasing it may be wise to purchase in

excess of present needs in order to make a savings on future

inventory costs. Also, due to freight charges there is a

certain economic lot size for each item where the cost per

unit is at a minimum. Another factor especially on small

items is that of clerical costs. Naturally, the larger the

order the smaller is the clerical cost per unit. Again, as

In the fixing of a suitable minimum point, the time necessary

to complete an order must be considered.

3. The Ordering Quantity

Closely tied in with the maxiraiim point is the de-

termination of the best ordering quantity. It is dependent

upon all the variables mentioned in the preceding section.

The actual quantity to be used for each item may be arrived

at by estimate, trial and error, use of a schedule, formula,

or graphing. An example of the use of a graph is shown in

Figure 7. On this graph the carrying costs and the set-up

costs are both plotted. A third curve v/hich represents the

total of the two origianl cost curves is also plotted and the

lower point of this third curve indicates the economic order-

ing quantity.

An example of one of the more commonly used for-

mulae follows:
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Figure 7

Sum of set-up and carrying costs equals total unit costs
for any lot size. This addition Is performed graphically
In C, Point D Indicates the economical quantity In which
to order the Item.

Source; Button, H, P., "Inventory Control", Factory
Management and Maintenance, 93 (August, 1935), p. 79
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Oomputatlon of Eoonomlc Lot Size by Formula ^

Item: Coil Spring

Unit Cost (C) : |0.035

Set-up Costs (S): Machine set-up, hour at

1.00 for labor and burden 0.50

Clerical and general

charges per order 0,65

Total set-up cost per

order per annum 1,15

Carrying Costs (I): Interest 6^

Depreciation 20

Storage, miscellaneous 4

Total carrying cost per annum Z0%

0'

Average Consumption (Y) 1000 per week.

Time required to fill orders, 1 week.

Reserve supply, 1000

/ Minimum or ordering point; Reserve supply 1000

Use per week (1000)

X 1 week looo

Ordering point or

minimum 2000

^^^Dutton, H.P., "Inventory Control," Factory Manaprement and

Maintenance . Volume 93, (August, 1935), p. 79.
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Quantity to order or maximum

r _ 2YS 2 X 52000 X 1.15 _ „„„

.

~ 0.30 X 0.035
~

B, Records

The Importance of keeping an accurate record of all

raw material on hand at all times cannot be overemphasized.

In comparison with the accuracy employed In checking the exact

amount of such expenses as rent, heat, and power, the values

found for Inventory costs are often quite lax. This con-

dition, as can be readily seen, Is due in a large part to the

handling of raw materials. They are purchased in large quan-

tities and so when these orders are received by the storeroom

it is a simple matter to check on the amount of each item

going into the bins. However, the discrepancies occur when

the items are taken out again for use in the plant. Hundreds

of stores requisitions may be received in one day all demanding

different amounts most of which are extremely small. Here

is the place where the errors are committed. Stores may be

issued without a requisition and hence no record is ever made

of the transaction. If the material needed is very small In

size and' a large quantity is requested the stockroom clerk

may fill the order by roughly guessing the correct amount as

a result over or under filling the order. In my own personal

experience I have seen an order for 100 small lugs come back

with 550 lugs in the package. A hundred orders filled in this
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manner could completely eliminate any practical control over

the material on hand.

These errors may have a serious reflection upon

the financial statements of the company. If more material is

issued than is actually recorded on the records, the inven-

tory will be overstated since the balance on hand of the raw

material will be at a higher figure than an actual physical

inventory would reveal. Since these errors, although appear-

ing in the opening inventory figure, would be mounting up

during the financial period in question, the closing inven-

tory would be so overstated that the cost of goods sold would

be actually understated, resulting in an overstatement of

profit. By the same token the work-in-process s-nd finished

goods would not be carrying all their actual charges.

There is a two-fold solution to this problem. First

an adequate method of charging material in and out of stores

should be set up so that the errors in actual count are cut

down to a minimum. However, since the clerks in charge of

stores are human, some discrepancy in the balance of stores

must be expected. To make sure that this discrepancy is

not reflected in the financial statements of the firm and to

be sure that the work-in-process and finished goods are not

seriously undercharged, some method of accounting must be

employed to offset this error. The following two sections

will outline a plan designed to cope with this situation.
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1. The Stores Ledger

The controlling account for raw materials Is the

Raw Materials Inventory account. Here such entries as

scrap and salvaged material sent to the storeroom, raw mat-

erial returned to the vendor, and the total of each month's

purchases and issuances are recorded.

The stores ledger is the subsidiary record of the

controlling Raw Materials account. It consists of a ledger

card or "balance-of-stores sheet for every item in stock.

The form of the balance-of-stores sheet is very important,

as all pertinent information should appear here. There

are many different types in use, but the one recommended for

general use is shown in Figure 8, This card contains six

main headings. The first column presents a record of all

orders which have been placed for the item in question,

including the date on which the order was made, the order

number, and the quantity desired. This data is important as

it shows when the last order was placed. By comparing this

information with that found under heading 2, one can tell

what orders are outstanding or overdue. The third column

shows the amount issued with spaces for the date of issuance,

the order number, the quantity, and the value. The fourth

heading appears in logical sequence as the actual balance

on hand and is the difference between column 2 and column 3.

Many balance-of-stores sheets stop here, but it would seem
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wlser to Include two more headings as illustrated. The

fifth column should show that amount of the material which

is still on hand but v/hich has been apportioned to some par-

ticular order. The last column would be the difference be-

tween column 4 and column 5 and would indicative the actual

supply which is on hand and available for order. It should

be noted that any material which is apportioned is not sub-

tracted from the balance on hand^until the order is actually

taken from the stockroom by issuance to the requisitioning

party

.

These last two columns serve as a guard against the

planning and production department's relying upon the same

material twice. The sixth column gives a more accurate fig-

ure on the actual material upon which future orders can be

based,

C. Handling Material

1» Receiving

An accurate record of all material entering the

storeroom should be made. If material is being received for

the first time, that is, the arrival of a purchase order from

the inspection department, it should be counted and examined

briefly at the stockroom receiving window. Then a "Materials

Received" report should be made out with four copies, one to

go to purchasing, one to accounting, one to the balance-of-
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stores clerk, and one to be retained.

Material may come back to the stockroom after It

has been Issued. This Is usually the result of an original

over-issue or the curtailment of production on a certain item.

This material should be carefully inspected by the stockroom

clerk before being accepted. If deemed usable the material

is put back in stock and the credit requisition made out by

the foreman in charge of the department returning the surplus

is sent to the balance-of-stores clerk who makes the proper

entries. This requisition, an example of v/hich is shown in

Figure 9, is then sent to the accounting department in order

to credit the work-in-process account involved.

Often there is a third time v/hen material may be

received at the storeroom. This occurs when scrap is an

important item. Many manufacturing plants collect and hold

all their scrap material for a considerable length of time

before selling it. Some firms store this material in the

shipping room, but this procedure is not advisable unless

the scrap has been sold and is awaiting shipment. The best

plan is to send all scrap to the storeroom v/here it can be

kept in space specifically allotted to it. Also, records of

all scrap material should be kept so that the storekeeper

can inform the purchasing agent, or whoever is in charge of

selling the material, how much scrap is on hand at any time.

Obsolete material should be treated in the same manner. When





CREDIT REQUISITION

Credit is requested for the Material Listed Below

Date Credit to apply on Order No.

Quantity Description Price Amount

From Dept. No, Foreman
Delivered by Received by

Figure 9

Credit Requisition.
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scrap material Is returned to the storeroom it should be

accompanied by a memorandum such as the one appearing in Fig-

ure 10 so that accurate records may be kept by the balance-

of-stores clerk,

2, Issuing Material

No material should be allowed out of the storeroom

unless a stores requisition properly filled out and signed by

an authorized person is presented. An example of a simple

stores requisition is found in Figure 11, All stockrooms

should be supplied with lists of the persons who may sign

these requisitions, and the clerks working on the counters

should be familiar with these names. Usually foremen and

production managers are so authorized. All the details on

the requisition blank except for the price should be com-

pletely filled in before presentation at the stockroom.

When the - requisition is accepted at the stockroom,

the clerk who fills out the order should initial the request

thus insuring an element of control on the issue. He will

be more exact in his count if he realizes that any surplus

can be traced back to him.

The requisition is then sent to the balance-of-

stores clerk who enters the data in the stores ledger and

prices the request. It is sent next to the accounting de-

partment where the proper credit to the raw materials
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SCRAP i/IEMORANDUM

To the storekeeper Date

The following scrap material is being sent
to the storeroom

Credit return to Dept.. Material on Order No,

Quantity- Description Condition Original
Cost

Amount

Delivered by_

Received by_

Foreman

Figure 10

Scrap Memorandum
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FORM
zooo
L RL « "^HHHK STOCK ROOM REQUISITION ^ „ fi Q P h 9 ^
' '° " 1 RADIATION LABORATORY - M I T. WO. D U J U U L. <

STOCK
nATCr 194 ROOM NO.

DEL
DATE

IVER TO REQUIRED 19 4 J

ROC•,M Nin GROUP NO.

APPROVED BY ,_„ ^„GROUP LEADER PROJECT NO.

DUAN
RED

TITY
ISSUED

V DESClRlPTION OF MATERIAL UNIT PR
REOUI

4

*

4

1

L

_

j
TOTAL

•

f

FlULED DELIVERED RECD
RV BY _

—

.

STOCK CONTROL
^

REOrFORM-AMERICAN SAIES BOOK CO. , IMC. . NIASAR* f

SEND FIRST THREE COPIES INTACT
DETACH AND RETAIN FOURTH COPY

Figure 11

Store Requisition
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inventory account Is made as v/ell as the correct cost charge

to work-in-process,

^» Correcting Discrepancies

Even after setting up the aforementioned plan for

stores control there Is bound to be some difference betv/een

the actual amount of material In stock and the figure shown

on the accounting records. Almost always the actual amount

will be the smaller of the two numbers. If this condition

is allowed to go unchecked, inventories will be overstated

with a subsequent overstatement of profits and understate-

ment of manufacturing costs. Thus it is evident that some

method is needed whereby this discrepancy can be adjusted.

One system which may be employed Involves the setting up

of a Reserve for Inventory Shortage account. ^"^^ The store-

keeper and the accounting department then determine from

past records what the approximate shortage is for every

month. It may be a constant figure or one which varies con-

siderably due to the fluctuation in the volume of output of

the plant. Then at the end of each month the figure decided

upon is used as the basis of the following adjustment:

^^^Reitell, C, and Johnston, C.E., Cost Accounting . Inter-

national Textbook Company, (1937), p. 92.
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Overhead Expense (Inventors^ Shortage) XXXX

Reserve for Inventory Shortage XXXX

To charge the cost of praduction
for the estimated shortage of raw
material for the month of

Thus this entry prevents any undercharging of costs

by spreading the expense over all the orders v/orked on during

the month in question. At the end of the year or whenever

the annual physical inventory is made, the exact amount of

the discrepancy between the actual inventory and the figure

on the stores records is found. This requires another ad-

justing entry this time to correct the Raw Material Inventory

account.

The entry is as follows:

Reserve for Inventory. Shortage XXXX

Raw Material Inventory XXXX

To bring the perpetual
inventory in agreement
with the physical inven-
tory at this date.

This debit to the Reserve for Inventory Shortage

may result in one of three conditions in the balance of this

particular account. If there is no balance at all it means

that the estimate made over the year of the probable raw-mat-

erial shortage was in perfect agreement with the exact loss

for the year. Although this is the goal aimed at, it is rarely,

if ever, the actual result. Next, there may be a debit balance
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In the Reserve account. This means that the actual loss

exceeded the estimated loss and hence the costs have been

understated. As it is too late to find out to which monthly-

manufacturing periods this should be charged, an adjusting

entry is made debiting Profit and LqSS and crediting the

Reserve for Inventory Shortage account for the amount of the

debit balance, thus closing out this latter account. The

third condition would be a final credit balance in the Re-

serve account. This would indicate that the probable in-

ventory shortage v;as overestimated and hence the costs of

production were overstated for the year. Again it is im-

possible to ascertain during just which production period or

periods this overestimation occured. As a result, the cor-

recting entry to close the credit balance is a debit to the

Reserve for Inventory Shortage and a credit to the Profit

and Loss account. These final discrepancies are usually very

small especially when compared to the error that would result

if no attempt was made to correct the situation until an

actual physical inventory were taken.

A second system would be to set up an Inventory

Adjustment account .
^'''^ After a physical count has been taken

the Raw Materials account is adjusted to the correct amount

by an entry in which the off-setting debit or credit is to

this Inventory Adjustment account. At the close of the

^^^Blocker, J.G-., Cost Accounting , McG-raw-Hill Book Company,

(1940), p. 85,
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period this account is closed to either Profit and Loss or

Earned Surplus according to the desires of the company and

the reasons for the discrepancies.
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Chapter V - The Physical Inventory

Although a highly efficient system of Inventory

records such as those described In previous chapters may be

set up In a firm, It often becomes necessary to supplement

this perpetual Inventory with an actual physical count of

all the material In the plant. This Is needed In order to

check on the system of records In use and In order to prevent

errors from appearing on the balance sheet and especially

the financial statements of the company. An Inventory error

of one or two percent might not cause any great harm In the

balance sheet, but v/hen reflected In the cost of goods sold

section of the profit and loss statement the change In Income

for the period in question might be considerable. Hence,

the taking of a physical count becomes essential In any plan

for. efficient Inventory control.

It will be noted that this chapter Includes not

only the taking of a physical count on raw materials but on

all other types of Inventory as well. Since a physical In-

ventory Is usually taken on all the various Inventory class-

ifications Instead of on Just one segment. It seems wise to

cover the subject completely by expanding the scope of the

thesis In regard to this topic.
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A» Time to Take Inventory

Although the exact time to take a physical inven-

tory depends upon the requirements and operating conditions

of the Individual concern, the count might be made during

one of several periods. First, each item might be checked

every time it reached its minimum point. ^"^^
If this plan

is followed the count is always low and hence can be done

quickly. Also, no shut-down of the plant is necessary, since

items will probably reach their low point at different times

of the year.

A second method which is somewhat similar to the

first is to assign two or three men to the full-time job of

taking a continual physical count over a stated period of

(2)time.^ Every day the men check a certain number of bins

and compare the results with the stores ledger figures.

This method also has the advantage of not interfering with

the regular operations of the plant.

The third way to take a physical inventory is by

closing down plant operations completely, or to a minimum,

for two or three days or a week and making a count on all

Button, H.P., "Inventory Control", Factory Management and

Maintenance, Volume 93 (August 1935), p. 85.

(2) Landsburgh, R.?;., and Spriegel, W.R., Industrial Management ,

John Wiley and Sons, Inc., (1940), p. 557.
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the material on hand. This usually takes place during a

period of low production when both plant activity and mat- *

erial on hand are at a minimum. This third method is the

one which will be described in detail in the following

pages of this chapter. Any simplified methods of taking

a physical inventory such as were mentioned above are merely

modifications of the plan to be presented here,

B, Procedure

1. Organization

In preparing for a physical inventory, distinct

lines of authority should be set up so that everyone in-

volved understands his task and to whom he is responsible.

The general manager or works manager should appoint an ex-

ecutive committee, of which he will be the head, whose task

it will be to make all final decisions regarding classifi-

cations, valuations, and all similar matters pertaining to

the inventory. ^-'^ This group will actually be the committee

in general charge.

Next, a representative of the accounting department

should be chosen to supervise any account procedure relative

(1)'Harvard Graduate School of Business Administration,

"Morris Production Company No. 2," Interpretation of

Industrial Accounting Statements , p. 1.
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to the taking of the inventory. Also, an inspector of in-

ventory should be appointed to oversee the actual physical

counting. It is this inspector's duty to select sectional

supervisors, who shall have supervision, under the general

direction of the inspector of inventory, of the taking of in-

ventory in the particular sections assigned to them. It is

up to these supervisors to select enough men to assist them

in carrying out their Job. The men chosen for this work

should, if possible, be familiar with the procedures of

counting and recording used in checking inventory.

Finally, a pricing clerk must be appointed to take

charge of the pricing of all material. It is his responsi-

bility to set up and supervise a competent staff for the

purpose of presenting an accurate set of Inventory sheets

at the conclusion of the inventory.

There are, of course, other ways of setting up

the organization. Some firms prefer to place the head of

the accounting department in full charge since the physical

Inventory is closely related to the accounting function. ^"'•^

^'^Metropolitan Life Insurance Company, The Physical In-

ventory Procedure of an Industrial Plant . Metropolitan Life

Insurance Company, p. 1.
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2, Preparations

About one month before the actual taking of the

inventory preiDarations for the coming inventory should begin.

During this month a general clean-up should take place so

that the task of counting all stock is simplified as much

as possible. All scrap material should be sold if possible

or at least segregated from active items. At this time the

storekeeper should check his records carefully in order to

weed out any obsolete items. These goods should be removed

from stock and placed with the scrap.

All packages such as boxes, kegs, bales, and crates

should be arranged in rows so that by the simple multipli-

cation of width, height, and depth the total quantity on

hand can be determined.

It is best to hold material received Just prior to

the start of the inventory apart from the bulk of the stock-

on-hand. It can be kept either in the receiving room or in

a special section of the storeroom. A separate list will be

made of these items and will later be combined with the rest

of the inventory.

Foremen and other department heads should be in-

structed to clean up all work in their department as much as

possible prior to starting the actual count. All material and

work in process should be sorted by type and arranged in the
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best manner for counting. All finished goods should be taken

out of the production departments and placed In finished stores.

All departments, including maintenance and produc-

tion, should be cautioned only to withdraw from stores that

amount of material which will actually be needed before the

day on which the inventory is to commence. In this way the

quantity of raw material found in these departments will be

at a minimum during the inventory.

All these precautions are for the purpose of sim-

plifying the actual counting and checking of material when

the Inventory begins. Naturally, the better the system of

accounting and stores control and the better the stockroom

layout, the easier will be the task of taking a physical in-

ventory,

3. Method of Taking Inventory

a. Use of Tags

Most methods employed today in taking a physical

count of inventory seem to use tags for recording the count.

There are many variations of this basic plan. One is to use

tags printed in four colors, a different type to be used for

the various classes of material to be recorded. ^ "'^ Thus,

^"^^ Harvard araduate School of Business Administration, op.

clt. . p. 4.
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blue might designate raw materials, green, work-in-process,

yellow, finished goods, and white, expense supplies. Before

the inventory starts each sectional supervisor must requisition

the number of tags he estimated he will need, a tag being used

for each type of item to be counted by his group. The tags he

received will be recorded by number in the inventory control

department, and each supervisor must make sure that he returns

every tag at the close of the inventory, as they have all been

charged out to him. This means that no tags should be destroyed.

If an error is made, the tag in question should be marked

"Void" and returned to the control department along with the

other tags at the close of the inventory.

If bin tags are used in a stockroom the above pro-

cess may be simplified. A bin tag is merely a simple bal-

ance-of- stores card which is kept in front of each bin in the

stockroom and on wnich the stockroom clerk, as he receives or

withdraws material, enters the item in the "in" or "out" column

and carries down the balance on hand. As a result when a physi-

cal inventory is being taken, the balance of each item on hand

can be read directly from this card instead of making an ac-

tual count.

b. Taking the Count

The actual work of taking the initial count should

Dutton, H. P., o£. cit., p. 85
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be done by groups of two people. They should make an accurate

count of each item and record all the required information on

a tag which is then fastened to the lot Just checked. A

separate tag is used for each type, size, or weight of mater-

ial. There should be no doubling up of material on one tag.

Also, as noted, a different colored tag should be used for

raw materials, work-in-process, finished goods, and supplies.

An example of a tag is shown in Figure 12.

The inventory bulk items cannot be made by an

actual count. Usually, the amount of such material as coal,

sulphur, or sand which is ordinarily kept in piles cut of

doors in a yard is determined by surveys and measurements.
If tne material is so stored that it can be traced back to

the original carload, a closer check may be possible.

The inventory of work-in-process is somewhat more

difficult than the counting of raw materials or finished

goods. As mentioned in an earlier section it is advisable

to attempt to complete as much unfinished work as possible

during the two or three weeks previous to the beginning of

the inventory without starting many new production orders.

As a result when the plant does shut down there will be as

few orders in the process of completion as possible, all

finished goods having been transfered out of the manufactur-

ing departments.
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IllIVENTORY

MATERIALS AND FINISHED GOODS

Tag No.
Stock No,
Quantity
Location

Quantity-
Location
Bin No.
Counted by
Sheet No.

Figure 12
Inventory Tag

Source: Lasser, J.K., (ed), Handbook of
Accounting Methods , D. Van Nostrand Company, Inc.
1943, P. 119.
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c. Checking the Count

After all material has been counted and tagged,

each section supervisor should check all the tags to be sure

that they have been properly filled cut. He is not expected

to count the items again, but merely to ascertain whether or

not all tags have been completely filled out, vrnen satisfied,

he must then notify the inspector of inventory and await

further instructions.

It is the job of the inspector of inventory to test

check every section either personally, if the plant is small,

or with the aid of a competent staff. He must make enough

sample counts to satisfy himself of the accuracy of the work.

When this is done he may order a release of the material so

checked. The supervisor of the section then proceeds to tear

off the removable sections of the tags, leaving only the stubs

on the material counted. These sections along with any voided

tags are sent to the control department. Before the suDer-

visor and his staff can be released from their responsibility

in the inventory, a receipt for all the tags originally assign-

ed to their section must be received from the inventory con-

trol department,

A less exact method of checking the initial count is

sometimes employed in sections where bin tags are in use.^"'"^

^^^ Metropolitan Life Insurance Company, C£. cit . . p, 14.
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In tnls case the only test is made by the head storekeeper

and his assistant who make a spot check of various items.

The theory being that the stockroom personnel is considered

capable of keeping. accurate records on the original bin tags.

Before proceeding with the next step, it might be

advisable to mention a slight modification of the first sys-

tem. Tags with two removable sections instead of one (as

above) are used. -The two men making the first count attach

the tag to the item checked, and record their results on the

outer section which they then remove, \Tnen finished, they

send all the sections so removed to the control department.

Then a second crew goes through the department repeating the

count on all items and recording their results on the second

section which they also remove and send in to the control

department. If these two teams agree on their count of an item,

the material is released. If their counts differ, a third

counting teajn is sent out to make one more test. This is a

more exact method of taking an inventory, but it requires much

more time and a considerable Increase in clerical work.

A third generally accepted method of counting

material is to use lists Instead of tags. However, the

latter method gives a better system for control and is recom-

mended as the superior plan,

4, Inventory Price Sheets
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After all the tags have been turned in, the inven-

tory control department must enter the data on the inventory

price sheets. These price sheets may be colored according

to their classification Just as were the tags. Many different

forms may be used for the price sheet but all should include

such data as the inventory tag number, a description of the

article, the unit of quantity used, the price per unit, the

total quantity on hand, and the total value of the stock on

hand. The considerations peculiar to each type of material

involved in regard to the price sheets will be noted below.

a. Raw Material

All material used in the manufacture of the com-

pany' s products should be listed in this section.

This includes any semifinished goods or purchased

parts which are obtained from outside vendors.

The method of pricing raw materials on the inven-

tory price sheet will be the same as the method

in general use for purposes of inventory valua-

tion on the firm's balance sheets and financial

statements. A detailed discussion of methods of

valuing raw material will be found in Chapter VI

of this thesis.

b. Expense Supplies

All supplies should be placed on the same
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price sheets and valued at the cov^t or market price

whichever is lower.

c. Work-ln-proceas

Work-in-process should be listed according to

the department in which it was located at the time

of inventory. Its total value should be made up

of three Items, the material Involved, the direct

labor, and the overhead. The material Involved should

be valued by the same method being used to evaluate

the raw material In stock. The direct labor should

be priced at departmental average rates or individ-

ual rates If possible. The overhead should be priced

at the established departmental rates. This means

the standard rate If a standard cost system Is

in operation.

Finished good s

All finished goods manufactured by the com-

pany and all goods purchased for resale, on hand at

the time of the physical inventory, belong in this

group, G-ood'? manufactured by the company should

be priced at approved list prices as of the day

the Inventory began. This means that the products

are being priced at standard rather than actual

cost, a condition which is Justified due to

the difficulty In ascertaining the actual costs
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of each lot involved. Any finished goods which

have been purchased from an outside vendor should

be priced at cost or market, whichever is lower.

e, (roods on Consignment - Out

All raw material, finished goods, and supplies

out on consignment to dealers and other firms

should be included in the inventory records

since title still belongs to the firm making

the inventory. These items should be valued in

accordance with the rules set forth above in

the sections on raw materials, finished, goods,

and supplies. Gonfirmaticn of the balance of con-

signed goods on hand should be requested from deal-

ers holding them.

f . ^oods on Consignment - In

Goods sent to the firm taking the inventory

by an outside company should not be included in the

lists of material owned at that date. Instead,

it should be inventoried on separate sheets and

valued at the prices charged by the consignor.

g. Coods in Transit

The determing factor here is the question

of who holds the legal title to the goods be-

ing considered. If the company making the in-
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ventory owns the title to the materials, they

should be included in the inventory v/ith a

special note regarding this condition. However,

if the title to the goods has passed to the

buyer in the case of a sale or if the title is

a purchase, the material should not be included

in the inventory of the company taking the phy-

sical count. In this latter condition a sep-

arate list should be made with a note to the

effect that the goods in question do not belong

to the firm yet.

Under the heading of goods in transit should

be included goods still within the limits of the

plant which have been sold to a buyer and on which

legal title has passed. Similarly, goods which

have arrived and are on hand in the plant but are

not the property of the f irm should not be in-

cluded in the inventory. There might be several

reasons for this failure to take title such as

refusal of acceptance, defective material, dam-

age, or other reasons for an adjustment claim.

The goods should be listed separately, and a comment

made regarding the reason for tneir exclusion

from inventory.
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5. Inventory Summary

After the price sheets have been properly drawn up,

priced, extended, and checked, a summary report should be
^ (1)

compiled. Tne purpose of this report would be to arrive

at a total figure showing the total amount of goods envned by

outsiders but still on hand. Heading might include raw mat-

erials with its major subdivisions, a total expense supplies

entry, work-in-process with its major subdivisions, and a

similar set of entries of finished goods. Each of the four

major headings would have its own total, and then the four

totals would be added together for a figure showing the

total inventory owned by the company. A single entry should

be included to show goods owned by outsiders.

6 , Summary

To summarize, it should be noted that a complete

physical inventory has four distinct parts. Hrst, there is

the setting up of the organization which will carry out the

inventory. Tnla step also includes the preparations necessary

before the counting can begin. The second step is the actual

counting, checking, and tagging of the inventories. The third

step is the setting up of the inventory sheets and the last

Harvard Graduate School of Business Administration

0£. clt,, p. 9.
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is the compiling of an inventory summary report.

After the physical inventory has been completed,

the adjusting account entries presented on page in Chap-

ter IV can he made in order to bring the perpetual inventory

records in agreement with the actual count.
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Chapter VI - Evaluation of Raw Materials

Much has been written on the subject of inventory

valuation, and considerable difference of opinion exists as

to which of the several generally accepted methods Is the

best one to use. The solution to this problem will not be

found in this thesis. The purpose of this chapter is merely

to point out the various methods in common use today and to

include any pertinent comments about these systems. The

type of business involved and the desires of the owners are

the determining factors in deciding the question of how to

evaluate the raw material of a firm. A special section at

the end of this chapter will be devoted to the tax regula-

tions in regard to inventory evaluation.

A. Methods

1, Cost

Probably the simplest method to understand is that

of using the original cost of the material as its inventory

value. However, it is necessary to define the limits of the

term before accurate results can be obtained. Just what ex-

penses incurred in obtaining a shipment of goods are to be in-

cluded in the costs assigned to the material? The general

rule is to include such items as duties, and freight charges

in the cost of the materials. Buying expenses and storage

costs in transit, on the other hand, are usually termed

production overhead although .In theory it might be argued
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that they belong with the other costs included in the inven-

tory. The difficulty in ascertaining the exact amount of

these expenses and in apportioning it to the items purchased

makes it seem best to exclude them. Trade discounts and

any cash discounts over two percent should not be considered

as costs.

Now that the term "cost" l^.s been defined, a further

refinement is necessary, \7here similar material has been

bought at different times and at different prices a decision

must be made as to the best manner to arrive at the total

inventory value. There are four methods of solving this pro-

blem which are in general use,

a. First-in. Firat-out

This method, as the name implies, makes the

assumption that the material which ha.s been in stock

the longest is the first to be withdrawn on an order.

As a result the goods on hand are valued at the cost

of the most recent purchases starting with the very

last receipt and working back until all the stock

has been valued. In the same way goods taken out of

stock are valued at the earliest purchase price

covering stock still on hand. A simple example

might help to explain the system. Assume the stock

on hand had been acquired through the followihg pur-

chases;
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January 1, Balance, 50 units at $1.00. .. #50 .00

7. Purchases, 50 units -at ^2.00,100.00

14. Purchases, 50 units at s^3.00 .150 ,00

Thus there are nov/ 150 units on hand at a total

value of ,^300.00. If on January 15, 75 units were

withdrawn their cost would be determined as follows:

January 15, 75 units llOO.OO

50 at $1.00

25 at $2,00

The inventory still oh hand after this withdrawal

would include:

January 14th Purchase-50 units at $3,00, . $150.00

January 7th Purchase-25 units at $2.00. .. .50.00

January 1 Balance - none

Balance on hand 75 units $200.00

To check this, one need merely add the January 15

balance of $200,00 to the $100,00 assigned to the

order issued on the same day. The sura of the two

figures is $300.00 which was the closing inventory

on January 14.

First-in, first-out, or "fifo" is about the

most popular of the cost methods although it is

usually used in conjunction with the cost or market

whichever is lower method of inventory valuation. In

a bad business year when prices are falling "fifo" is

apt to accentuate a poor financial statement since
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(1)

the closing Inventory, the bulk of which is made up

of recent purchases at low prices, Is at a very low

figure. The opening inventory, on the other hand,

reflects the higher prices of the preceding operating

period. The result is a large cost of goods sold

and a smaller profit figure. In good years Just the

opposite is true since the closing Inventory has

recent higher prices to push it up whereas the open-

ing inventory was dragged down by the lower prices

then in evidence.

^. Last-in. first-out

The second method, and one which is becoming

more popular since the government for income tax

purposes has begun to recognize it in a modified form,,

is that of valuing inventory under the last-in, first-

out, system. ^-^^ This is the reverse of "flfo" in

that the withdrawals are considered as taken from the
most recent purchases. To repeat our first illustra-

tion using life:

January 1. Balance, 50 units at $1.00. . .^^50.00

7. Purchases, 50 units at ."^2. 00. 100'. 00

14. Purchas es. 50 units at s^5.00. 150.00

Balance 150 units $300'. 00

See pagelOl for tax discussion.
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Now assume that on January 15 the 75 units were

withdrawn but this time on the last-in, first-out

basis. There cost would be:

January 15. 75 units $200.00

50 at $3.00

25 at $2,00

The inventory still on hand after this withdrawal

would include:

January 14th Purchase - none

January 7th Purchase-25 units at $2.00 . .$50.00

January 1 Balanc e -50 units at $1.00.

.

.50.00

Balance on hand 75 units $100.00

A check shows 150 units at $300.00 as was shown in

the January 14 balance.

As might be expected, "lifo" tends to cut down

wide fluctuations in a firm's profits by ha.ving a

smaller cost of goods sold figure and hence a larger

profit return during a period of declining prices

and a larger cost of goods sold and small profit

figure during a period of increasing prices.

Moving Averap:e

Under the moving average method a new average

cost figure is calculated every time a purcha.se is

made. To continue with the example, the following

would be the moving average method:
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January 1. Balance, 50 units at ^1.00 ^50.00

7. Purchases, 50 units at $2.00. .100.00

14, Purchas es. 50 units at ^3.00. ,150.00

Balance... 150 units...., $300, 00

However, were 75 units withdrawn on January

first their cost would be |300 divided by 150 or

$2.00 per unit, giving a total of $150.00. The

balance on hand would then be #150.00. As mentioned

above, every time a purchase is made a new average

cost must- be figured out. Thus on January 1 the

unit cost was |l.00 and the inventory balance, ^50.00.

On January 7 the unit cost was #150.00 divided by

100 or #1.50 with a total balance of |150.00. On

January 14 the unit cost was #300.00 divided by 150

or #2.00, and the balance was #300,00, After the

withdrawal the unit cost was #150.00 divided by 75

or still #2.00. The total balance was #150.00.

Weighted Average

This method may only be used to determine the

value of an inventory at the close of a period. The

first step is to calculate the weighted average unit

•cost. This is done by dividing the total cost of all

the units available over the period in question by the

total number of units available. Next, this resultant

figure is multiplied by the number of units on hand at

the close of the period. In our previous example the
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total cost of goods available for January, assuming

no more purchases or withdrawals would be #300.00,

the opening balance plus the two subsequent purchases.

The total units available were 150. Hence the unit

cost would be $300.00 divided by 150 or $2.00. Since

only 75 units were left on hand at the close of the

period, the closing balance would be 75 multiplied by

|2.00 or $150.00.

These are the four better knovm cost methods. A
fifth would, of course, be to carry all goods at their actual
cost. Thus, as each unit was withdrawn it would be charged at
the true price paid for that particular item. This involves

specific identification, however, which is too great a task

for most firms to accomplish.

2, Market

Another method of evaluating inventories is to price
everything at its present market value. The principle behind
this is, that this is approximately the amount of money the

firm would receive in the case of liquidation. No recognition

Is given to the original investment. This method accentuates

the results found by using "fifo". If prices are falling the

maximum loss in inventory values is obtained since the clos-
ing value of the inventory is at the very bottom of the' price
decline while the opening stock is set at the peak. As a

result losses are emphasized. Naturally during a period of
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rising prices the opening Inventory Is at a minimum and the

closing Inventory is at a maximum. This gives a very small

cost of goods sold and an Inconsistently high profit return.

3. Cost or Market. Whichever is Lower

This use of cost and market values is the generally

accepted solution to the problem of evaluating inventory.

It is more conservative than either method alone, as it

attempts to prevent the anticipation of profits while pro-

viding for all losses. In arriving at the total value of

an inventory under this method every item must be considered

individually as to whether its cost or market is lower. The

final figure is the total of all the lower of cost or market

figures for each type of material stock. An example of how

to determine this figure is as follows;

Cost Market Lower

6L6 tubes $500,00 $450.00 $450.00

5Ra4 tubes 350.00 350.00 350.00

VR-150/30 tubes 750.00 825.00 750.00

Total $1600.00 $1625.00 $1550.00

Thus the figure to be used would be $1550.00.

Another way of arriving at the same results is to

reduce inventory to the lower of cost or market by the setting

up of a reserve for this purpose. This method will be pre-

sented in the illustration at the close of this chapter.
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4. Normal or Base Stock ^"^^

Perhaps the most conservative method of evaluating

Inventories, if the proper price Is used. Is the normal or

base stock method. Under this method a certain amount of

stock Is valued at the same price each year regardless of

market conditions. The excess stock on hand over this normal

stock Is valued at cost, market or whatever system Is desired.

It Is usually the policy of firms using this method to value

their normal stock at an extremely low level, for example the

lowest price level of the material In question over the past

ten years. If a large enough quantity of the firm's total

stock Is considered normal stock the total Inventory balance

Is held at a very low figure and hence no mark-ups on stock

on hand are made and no book profits which could never be

realized are taken. Conversely, In periods of declining

prices the firm need not reduce Inventory values since no

rises were taken. Although book profits and book losses tend

to cancel themselves over any length of time, companies using

the base stock method feel that book profits lead to extrava-

gence on the part of the firm while book losses present a

more depressing picture than is actually necessary in the

financial statements of the business. As may easily be con-

cluded, this policy is one of extreme conservation.

^•^^Harvard G-raduate School of Business Administration, "National

Lead Company," Interpretation of Industrial Accounting Statements
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The normal stock method Is based upon the fiction
that the normal stocks are never touched and that the mat-

erial used in the products sold during each month is "supplied

by purchases made during that same month. If the time does

come when the quantity of material on hand drops below the

quantity set up as normal stock, a reserve is created in the

normal stock inventory sufficient to buy back the missing

amount at the replacement value at that time. Then the first

quantity of material purchased is used to bring the normal

stock up to the required level. The government does not re-

cognize this fiction and refuses to sanction the base stock

method of valuing inventory in regard to -federal income tax

returns.

5. Estimated Cost

There are two well-known ways of arriving at an

inventory evaluation by estimation:

a. Gross Profits Method

The first step in this method is to arrive. at a

gross profit percentage based on sales or costs.

This is done by reference to past records. Next,

the purchases for the period under consideration

are added to the opening inventory to determine the

cost of goods available for sale. The third step is

to multiply the net sales by the gross profit percent-

age to find the cost of goods sold. The difference
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between the cost of goods available for sale and the

cost of goods sold is the estimated ending inventory.

An example follows:

Data:

Sales, 1^50,000,00

Purchase, $25,000,00

Opening Inventory ^10,000,00

Estimated Gross Profit = 40 percent of Sales

Closing Inventory = ?

Solution:

Cost of Goods Available for Sale:

Opening Inventory 10,000.00

Purchases 25,000.00

Cost of Goods available for

35,000.00

Deduct: Estimated Cost of Goods Sold:

Sales 50,000,00

Cost Percentage (100-40) Qpfo

Cost of Goods Sold ,30,000.00

Closing Inventory 5,000.00

Retail Inventory Method

This method, since it applies to retail stores

ha.s no importance here. However, a brief outline of

the method employed is as follows:
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To the opening inventory valued at the retail

sales price add the net purchases at the sales

price and also any net markups. From this total

subtract all sales and net markdowns. The final

figure is the closing inventory at the retail

sales price. Convert this to cost by the use of

the percentage of costs to sales prices.

B. Tax Law on Valuation of Inventories ^"^^

The present tax law provides that a concern may

adopt either the straight cost or the cost of market whichever
is lower method of evaluating inventory for tax purposes
(Sec. 29.22(c) - 2).^^^ However, when one method is chosen
it cannot be changed without permission of the Tax Commissioner,

Application for permission to change the method of valuation
must be made within ninty days after the beginning of the year
to be covered by the return (Sec. 29.41-2).

1. Inventories at Cost

On raw materials cost is considered to be the invoice

price plus freight and other charges to obtain possession of

^•^^Duberstein, M.W., (ed), Federal Tax Course 1945-1946
,

Prentice-Hall, inc., (1945), pp. 2502 - 2507.

(2) Numbers in brackets refer to sections in the Internal

Revenue Code,
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the goods minus trade or other discounts. Cash discounts
may or may not be deducted as long as the taxpayer is con-

sistent,

2- Inventorie s at Cost or Market, Wliichever is Lower

If an item may be identified accurately with re-

gard to its original cost, this figure is compared to the

market value of the item and the lower figure is taken as

the inventory value of the article (Sec. 29.22(c)-4). If,

on the other hand, the same type of merchajidise was pur-
chased at various prices during the year and so intermingled
that it cannot be identified with specific invoices, the
"cost" of the amount on hand at the end of the year is the
cost of the goods last purchased. If, however, the quantity
on hand is greater than the amount purchased at the last

price, the excess should be inventoried at the next to the

last purchase price, and so on (Sec. 29.22(c)-2). This is

the same as the first-in, first-out method of inventory

evaluation,

3. Inventories at Last-in. First-out

With the approval of the Commissioner any taxpayer

who is required to take inventory can use the so-called

"last-in, first-out" method (Sec.29.22(d)
; 29,22(d)-l; 29.22

(d)-3). Under this method the following points should be

noted (Sec, 29,22(d)-2):
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The inventory is taken at cost regardless of market

values;

(Joods of the specified type Included In the opening

Inventory of the taxable year for which the method

is first used are considered as having been acquired

at the same time and at a unit cost equal to the

actual cost of the aggregate divided by the number

of units on hand.

&oods of the specified type on hand as of the close

of the taxable year in excess of what were on hand

as of the beginning of the taxable year are Included

in the closing Inventory, regardless of identification

with specified invoices, at costs determined in one

of the following ways depending upon the choice made

by the taxpayer in his application:

a. By reference to actual cost of goods most

recently purchased or produced;

b. By reference to actual cost of goods pur-

chased or produced during the taxable y^ar

in order of acquisition;

c. By application of an average unit cost equal

to aggregate cost of all gods purchased or

produced throughout the taxable year divided

by total number of units so purchased or

produced (the goods reflected in such inven-

tory increase being considered as having been
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acquired all at the same time) ; or

d. Pursuant to any other proper method

which, in the ^opinion of the Com-

missioner, clearly reflects income.

4. Methods Disapproved

The following methods are disapproved (Sec. 29.22
(c)-2):

1. Deducting from inventory a reserve for price changes

or an estimated depreciation in the value thereof.

2. Taking work in process, or other parts of the inven-

tory, at a nominal price or at less than its proper

value

.

3. Omitting portions of the stock on hand.

4. Using a constant price or nominal value for so-

called normal quantity of materials or goods in

stock.

5. Including stock in transit, either shipped to or

from the taxpayer, the title to which is not vested

in the taxpayer.

C. general Illustration

The best means of comparing several of the more

common methods of evaluating inventory is by the use of an
illustration. The example chosen is the Gravert Leather
Company case which originated in the Harvard Business School
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casebook, "Interpretation of Industrial Accounting Statements
In this case the profit and loss statements and balance sheet
for 1938 and 1939 are presented. In the former year prices
were dropping on raw materials while in the latter they were

rising, giving a comparison of the methods under both types

of business conditions.

There are several interesting results in this casQ.

First, it should be noted that the use of the straight market
value gives the widest fluctuations in profits, hitting the

lowest and highest figures for the two years. Next in regard
to variances comes the lower of cost or market. The results
are the same for this method whether a reserve is used or not

since this alternate method is merely a slightly different

accounting approach although it is of value as it gives more

information as to the relative status of cost and the market.

Last-in, first-out and normal stock on the other hand tend to

even out the results for both years, actually reporting a

profit for 1938 as well as one for 1939. It is interesting

to note that the profits for the second year are less using

the lifo method than they were for the first although all

other systems showed an increase.

The data for the problem follows:
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The G-ravert Company

Purcha.se s

1938
January 1 (on hand)

February 28
April 30
June 30
August 31
October 31
December 31

Quantity
(feet)

60,000

20
50
40
30

,000
,000
,000
000

40,000
25,000

Price
(cents)
(market 25 cents)

15,000
25 $ 5,000
24 12,000
23 9,200
22 6,600
21 8,400
21 5.250

i!?46,450

1939
January 1 (on hand) 65,000

February 28
April 30
June 30
August 31
October 31
December 31

1940
January 1 (on hand)

30,000
40,000
50,000
20,000
50,000
50,000

60,000

(market 20 cents)

I 6,000
8,400

11,000
4,800
12,000
5,000

f?77 200

20
21
22
24
24
25

(market 25 cents)
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THE GRAVERT LEATHER COMPAJ
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li]
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COST m
REDUCE

COST
CFlxst-

TH

TO
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in.
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LOWER OP
. MARKET
iFlrst=^DUt)_^

COS

J CLas-t-in^*

T

Firflt-rOUt.)....

NORMAL

(60,0C

15 ce

STOCK

)0 lbs.) •

}ntB per lb»

-

Operating Statement

for the year ending

January 1, 1939

Net Sales

I

4S 400 400

i

!

4y4Uv

i

4940CL

Inventory l/l/38

Purchases

Inventory l/l/39

15000

46450

1

*47800

1

1

15000

46450

15000

46450

48450

15000

46450

47800 -

15000

46450

45200

9000

46450

45450 -

li
61450

i

*13650
'

-
,

61450

13000
61450

13000
61450

13650

- 61450

16250 -

55450
' lOOOO

Cost of Goods Sold 48450 -

1
Gross Margin i

Expense

Addition to Inventory R<

Net Profit

serve

1600
1

*3200
1

950

3200

-

i

3
950

200

_ 1600

3200
650

_

4200

3200
j j

3950

! ^3200
1

"

i

1600 __ 2250 2 25c)
- 2 250 ].000 - 750

Balance Sheet

January 1,1939

Cash
4t750 a. 4t750 4750 1750 _

1

4.750 4750 r -

t

ji

i

Accounts Receivable

Inventory

Less Reserve

Total Current Assets

Equipment

9000

13650

— 9000

13000

9000

13000

• 9000

13650

»650 -

' 9000

16250

9000

10000

27400

: 5000

- 26

c

750

iOOO

26750

5000

- 36 750

5000

30000

5000 —

23750

5000

Total Assets

Accounts Payable

Notes Payable: Banks

32400 -
. ?1750 31750 31750 35000 28750

6000

7000

e

i
7

1000

'000

6000

7000

- (3000

rooo

6

7

000

000

- 6000

7000

Total Current Liabilitieis 13000 - 13000 13000 13000 15000 - 13000

Capital Stock

Surplus

Total Liabilities

15000

4400

15000

3750

1

15000

3750

15000

3750

15000

7000

15000

750

i

32400 31750 31750 - 3"L750 - 35000 28 750 -

t

Pjgure 13

1

•

i

1

i
1

"i

]

i

i 1 i ____ i • ...
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THE GRAVERT LEATHER COMPANY

(First-1

CO3T

First-out)
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Operating Statement

for the year ending
January 1, 1940

Net Sales

- ^ J

'
I

i

52500

1

Inventory 1/1/39

Purchases
13650
47200

i

*46250

1300c
47200

1

*45200 -

13000

47200

Inventory l/l/kO
60850

*14600

60200
*15000 -

60200
« 14600 -

Gost of Goods Sold

Gross Margin
Expense !

Addition to Inventory I

Net Profit
|

i

Reserve

6250
*3200 1

i

7300

*3200
•

3050 4100

j

Balance Sheet
January 1, 1940

j

Oasli 6850 6850
Accounts- Receivable
Inventory

Less Reserve

Total Current Assets
Equipment

10000
14600

10000
15000

31450
5000

3I85O
5000

Total Assets

Accounts Payable

Notes Payable: Bank
Total Current Liabilities

36450 36850 -

6000 -

8000 -

6000
8000 Ml

14000 - 14000

Qapltal Stock

!

Surplus

j Total Liabilities

15000 «

7450 -

15000

7850

mm

36450 36850

'!

Figure 14

ij

ii !

COST

Flrsl

OR

.-outj

COST WIT
TO REDUCE

. OF COST 0]

L (First-ln

H RESERVE
TO LOWER

R MARKET
,Flrst-out

1

ii

' COST
( liast-in,First-out

)

NORifAL STOCK
! (60,000 lbs.
j

15 cents per lb.

1

)

'i

1

52500 52500

j

j

i

!

1
I

!

i

^

»

!

1

13650
47200

•* 16250
47200

XUJUU
f cLKJKJ

j
^

1

6O85O
*14600

M 63450
*15000 m

\

57200
*9000 -

j

1

' *45 60C *46250 *48450 ^48200
690C

*3200
6250
*3200

650

1

4050
1 4300

m 1

3700 3700 -
1

850 1100

6850

1

6850 6850 -

i

i

i

6850

!

-

10000 -

1460(^ -
10000
14600 15000

10000
900C ' _

31450
5000

31450
5000 1 5000 5000 •s

3645C 36450 -
'""1

36850 30850

6000
800cI «

6
8
000
000

6000
8000 -4

6000
8000

1400C 14 000 14000 «
1 14000

15000
7450

15000
7450

15000
7850

i

15000
1850 1

1 36450 -
i 36450 3685c i. 30850

1';

——

—

i

1

!

j

1

1

1

j

1

i

i

1

1

|l

l|

Ii

Ij

il
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Chapter VII - Summary and Conclusions

A, Control

1. Purchasinp;

The purchasing function has an extremely important
place in the plan of raw material control presented in this
thesis. The department should have complete authority over
all purcha.ses and should be represented in any conference
regarding material specifications and requirements. The head
purchasing agent should report directly to either the works
manager or the president of the firm.

The department itself should be centralized within
the organizational structure of the company. Internally there
should be a definite assignment of responsibility with the
necessary authority to carry out that responsibility. Com-
plete records should be kept on vendors, material, and pur-

chase orders both c ompleted and incomplete. A definite buy-
ing policy should be adopted which best satisfies the needs

of the company based on the type of material required.

follows:

A definite ordering procedure should be set up as

1. All original material requisitions whether for

goods in stock or not should be sent to the

stockroom.

2. The stores department will fill the order if
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posslble. If the Item is not in stock the

storeroom clerk will send in a purchase req-

uisition to the purchasing department, a copy

going back to the originator of the order and

another b^ng kept in the storeroom files.

3. The buyer handling the order will then send out

a purchase quotation request or otherwise deter-

mine the price and delivery date for the item.

4. If the purchase quotation request is answered

satisfactorily a purchase order is sent to the

vendor. Copies of this order are sent to the

receiving, inspection, accounting, and stores

department, with another being kept for the

purchasing files and a final copy being sent to

the department initiating the order.

5. The goods when received are counted by receiving

and then turned over to inspection for a re-

count and a check on quality. Both departments

inform purchasing of the results.

6. The material is then turned over to stores for

another inspection, recording in the stores

ledger, and storage prior to issuance.

A separate division of the purchasing department
should be set up to handle all the follow-up work, aided by
a file system for keeping track of all outstanding orders.
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2, Stores

a. Location

A plan of storeroom location was presented calling
for:

1. A base stockroom set up to supply other sub-

sidiary stockrooms. The central files would be

located here. These files would carry perpet-
ual inventory records on all the stock in the

plant both in regard to quantity and location,

2. A subsidiary stockroom in each manufacturing

division of the plant, stocking all the material

ordinarily required in that division.

3. A metals or heavy equipment stockroom located

near the receiving room where all bar stock and

heavy, bulky material would be kept.

b. Layout

The basic layout design should call for:

1. A receiving window where all incoming material

can be received, inspected, and set aside for

future allocation in the storage section,

2. An issuing window where all issues of stock

are made,

3. A special space set aside for the assembling of

production orders which are to be removed in the



I
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near future,

4. A large storage space economically subdivided

to permit the maximum amount of material to be
stored m a logical, prearranged sequence.

°* 03:*derlng and Records

The control of stores depends upon two things, the
proper ordering approach and the correct procedure for re-
cording and retaining information on goods once they have
been received.

Proper ordering is based upon four factors:

1, The maximum point. This is the point of

maximum supply of an item and must be

carefully determined for each item,

2, The' minimum point. This is the danger

point below which no balance-on-hand

should be allowed to fall. Production

requirements based upon past performance

and future expectations govern the figure

chosen,

3, The ordering point. This is the point at

which an order is placed. It is usually

higher than the minimum point to allow

for the delay between the time of placing

the order and the actual delivery date.
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4. The ordering quantity. This quantity

depends to a great extent upon the rate

of turnover of the Item and the most ad-

vantageous lot size to purchase from an

economic standpoint.

Correct control of goods on hand depends for the
most part upon the Introduction of an accurate system of re-

cords. This system should Include:

1. A stores ledger card or balance-of-stores sheet

for every Item In stock showing purchases on

order, material received. Issued and on hand,

material apportioned, and material available.

2. A stores Issue blank to be filled out by the

proper authority and presented at the stores

window before any goods are Issued. It should

be Initialed by the clerk making the Issue.

3. A definite procedure for the return of unused

material previously Issued so that proper re-

cord of its return is made.

4. A definite procedure for the collection, record-

ing, and storage of all scrap material.

^» Physical Inventory

A complete physical inventory should be made at
least once a year in order to ascertain the true quantity
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of all materials on hand and to correct any variances In the
perpetual inventory records. The procedure recommended Is
as follows:

1. Set up a committee under the works manager to

direct the general policies.

2. Appoint an inspector of inventory who in turn

selects section supervisors. These supervisors

pick a staff of assistants and proceed to take
a complete physical count of the section to which
they have been assigned.

3. Pricing clerks are choosen to price the material
after the count has been made.

4. In taking the count numbered tags are used,

different colors being used to designate raw

materials, work-in-process, finished goods, and

supplies,

5- When the first count is finished, a test check

is made by the inspector of inventory. If the

check proves satisfactory, the material is re-

leased.

6. The removable sections of the tags are sent to

the inventory control department where the pri-

cing clerks prepare inventory price sheets.

?. From these price sheets a final inventory

summary report is compiled.
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B, Evaluation

The section on evaluation made no effort to select
the one best method of arriving at an inventory value. In-
stead, several methods were presented such as cost, market,
lower of cost or market, normal stock, and estimated cost

^

with comments on the results to be found in using each.
The conclusion was that the goal of management as dictated
by the owners was the deciding factor as to which method of
evaluation should be used.

C. Oonclusions

The importance of proper inventory control cannot
be overemphasized. Its primarjr value aiDpears in its rela-
tionship to the costs of a business. The better the inven-
tory control, the lower will be the material costs. Losses
due to spoilage and waste will be cut down to a minimum.
If the control methods are accurate theft of material by the
employees will be eliminated. As a result of these improve-
ments in the inventory situation, the company will be better
able to plan and meet production schedules and hence its

reputation for efficiency will be higher.

Considering the theoretical point of view, there
are several interesting aspects of good inventory control.
First, the marked improvement in the efficiency of tlie large
group of workers affected by inventory control might well be
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influential m a general increase in the efficiency of all
the workers in the plant. This condition might also apply
to the employees' honesty. To expand this theory further,
this internal increase in a firm' s efficiency and honesty
could quite conceivably be reflected in its dealings with
its vendors and customers, thus resulting in improved re-
lations with these groups. Hence a favorable increase in
the goodwill of the firm plus a new high in plant efficiency
should bring about new orders, higher production, lower costs
and better earnings for the workers.
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